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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform technology, was

among the respected doctors, lawyers and other professionals who spoke at the International

COVID Summit in Rome, September 12 to 14, 2021.

The cross-border initiative aimed to provide a safe space and platform for the exchange of

information and sharing of experiences, research and studies to further the care of COVID-19

patients worldwide.

It’s become abundantly clear that the injections aren’t the panacea to end the pandemic that

they’ve been purported to be, and Malone spoke with TrialSite News to help spread the truth

about the jabs’ ineTcacies and risks, government conUicts of interest that are putting public

health at risk and more.

The FDA and CDC Are ‘Beyond the Law’

The FDA’s Vaccines and Related Biologic Products Advisory Committee (VRBPAC) voted

September 17, 2021, to authorize a third booster of the P1zer-BioNTech COVID shot Comirnaty

for people over the age of 65 and other high-risk individuals.

Keep in mind that the shot you actually receive is still the P1zer shot that is under extended

emergency use authorization (EUA) — not the fully approved Comirnaty. While the two are

deemed interchangeable, they are not identical from a legal standpoint. Comirnaty does not have

EUA liability shielding, whereas the EUA P1zer shot does.

While the VRBPAC voted to approve a booster for high-risk individuals and those over 65, the

CDC’s expert advisory committee did not. The CDC advisory committee actually voted against

recommending a booster for high-risk individuals based on their profession or living conditions,

stating that only those over the age of 65 should be eligible for a booster at this time.

CDC director Rochelle Walensky, however, decided not to listen to her own experts. September

24, 2021, she simply overruled the CDC’s expert panel and went ahead with the recommendation

to issue a booster dose for adults at high risk of infection due to profession or living conditions.

This is only the second time in the CDC’s history that its own ACIP advisory panel has been

overruled.

“The FDA and the CDC are increasingly beyond the law. They don’t feel the need to comply in any

way, even lip service really, with policies, procedures, legal requirements … or anything else. They

pretty much are comfortable just doing whatever it is that they want to do,” Malone said.  “I

disagree that this is good policy at multiple levels. It’s not good science.”

The Smoking Gun of Gain of Function Research

Malone touches brieUy on the origin of SARS-CoV-2, which he says appears to have come from a

lab:

“The information linking the genetic characterization of the parent virus to what strongly

appears to be a genetically engineered strain … this is all a smoking gun for gain of

function research …

It’s increasingly di>cult to come to any conclusion other than this originated in a

laboratory, and it originated in a laboratory that was funded by the NIH NIAID [National

Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases] … and that it was research performed in the

Wuhan lab in China.”

If you use this as a working hypothesis, that SARS-CoV-2 is a product of GOF research, a project

that was a collaboration between the Wuhan lab and U.S. government, and somehow the virus

got out, Malone notes, imagine being a senior oTcial in the government, such as the director of

the National Institutes of Health or NIAID.

“What would your response be?” he asked. “I would be overrun by guilt. I would be frantic. And if

this were to be the case, this might explain the irrational behavior on the part of the government

and the senior oTcials in the government.”  ConUicts of interest are also problematic, such as the

inherently conUicted nature of the CDC. CDC has a mission to promote vaccines and vaccine

uptake, Malone said, but also vaccine safety.

These are in conUict, and the agency is focused on vaccine promotion, not careful evaluation of

vaccination safety data. Going forward, he says, the CDC should be split into two parts, so that

vaccine program promotion can be separate from their safety monitoring.

Vaccinated People Are the Superspreaders

The media and government oTcials continue to parrot the narrative that the pandemic is one of

the unvaccinated, even as “breakthrough cases,” or vaccine failures, rise. As of October 12, 2021,

the CDC stated that 31,895 people who were fully injected against COVID-19 were hospitalized or

died from COVID-19.

“The vaccines do not fully protect you from infection, virus replication and shedding … just

because you’ve had the jab doesn’t mean you’re not going to infect anybody else,” Malone said.

Further, Malone believes that by reducing symptoms of illness while allowing viral replication to

continue, the injections increase the likelihood that vaccinated people will become super

spreaders of COVID-19:

“Here’s the wrinkle to this … a case can be made, because the vaccines are providing

protection from serious illness, so in general, if you get infected with Delta and you’re

vaccinated, you’ll have as much virus replication in your body as the unvaccinated

person, but you’re not going to feel so sick.

What does that translate to? ‘Oh, I can just go to work,’ right? So if you think it through …

the vaccinated are actually the ones that are creating the highest risk for everybody,

because they’re still going to be able to be infected, replicate virus at least at the level, if

not higher, than the unvaccinated. They’re still shedding the virus all over the place, but

they feel good. And so they are, by deOnition, set up to be superspreaders.”

The Social Contract Has Been Destroyed

Malone believes that many people submitted to the shots because of an unspoken social

contract. In an interview with The Epoch Times, he explained:

“That social contract was, ‘Despite what you may have heard about the risks of some of

these products and the fact that we admittedly did rush them, we’re protecting your

health. If you take these products, you will be safe.’ That’s the social contract. ‘Despite all

these other concerns, you will be safe, and you won’t have to retake them. You’ll be

protected.’ People believed they had a shield if they bought in and did this.”

The idea was self-sacri1ce for the common good. If you submit to the experimental shots, you

would not only be personally protected, but you would also protect your community, and we could

all recover and get back to a sense of normalcy. Except — people got the shots and normalcy

hasn’t returned, people have been harmed by vaccine-induced adverse events and deaths and

“normal” in the sense of the word prior to 2020 has not returned.

Malone predicts that as the shots’ effectiveness wanes, we’re going to see increasing cases of

vaccinated people still getting COVID-19 and being hospitalized and dying as a result. He puts a

new peak at around January or February 2022.

At that point and moving forward, he said, “people will have to come to terms with the fact that

the vaccinated are still being hospitalized and dying.” “The social contract will be rendered a

sundry. It will be destroyed … And then people are going to have to come to terms with the fact

that they’ve been misled.”

Action Items From the International COVID Summit

One of the action items Malone took home from the International COVID Summit is one I’ve been

speaking of for years: Optimize your vitamin D levels. Malone said it’s “abundantly clear” that

many people are de1cient in vitamin D and can bene1t from increasing their levels.

Data from GrassrootsHealth's D*Action studies suggest the optimal level for health and disease

prevention is between 60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL, while the cutoff for suTciency appears to be

around 40 ng/mL. In Europe, the measurements you're looking for are 150 to 200 nmol/L and 100

nmol/L respectively. He also wants people to know that you don’t have to be consumed by fear:

“You’ve been given so much of a fear message. Just fear and fear and fear. And, frankly,

that’s in the interest of Big Media. This is how they sell their product. You don’t have to be

afraid …

For children, unless your children have major preexisting conditions the probability of

them getting death or severe disease from this is a fraction of a fraction of a fraction of a

percent. It is tiny, and, frankly, particularly male children, getting damage from the

vaccine is much higher than that. It’s still a fraction of a percent, but the ratio is not

encouraging.”

He’s echoed the words of a growing number of doctors who are trying to get the word out about

the importance of early treatment. If you have upper respiratory symptoms, 1rst, don’t just

assume it’s COVID-19. Get a test and if it’s positive, 1nd a doctor who will give you early treatment

“and the probability of you ending up in the hospital or dying is tiny.”

Malone is also part of the Global COVID Summit, which is an international alliance of doctors and

scientists who are committed to speaking truth to power COVID pandemic research and

treatment.  They’re amassing a fully curated body of information geared toward medical

professionals, but everyone can view their data online.

They believe that people are dying from COVID-19 due to being denied early, life-saving treatment

and have created The Declaration to give physicians back their right to treat their patients and for

patients to have the right to receive those treatments “without fear of interference, retribution or

censorship by government, pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations, and big tech.”

As of October 14, 2021, more than 12,000 doctors and scientists had signed the declaration,

and it’s still open for signature. Because Malone and others who have spoken out against COVID-

19 propaganda are facing a hostile press that’s attacking their reputations and demeaning them,

they’re 1ghting back the best way they can — by continuing to share the truth.

By providing people with real information, Malone says, “We’re determined that we’re going to

break this wall of reinforcing the dominant narrative and whatever the government says.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,739 ratings

ORDER NOW
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"We have a pandemic of fear, not a pandemic of the virus." Dr. Elizabeth Lee Vliet, president and CEO of the Truth for Health Foundation,

is not the only person who feels this way. Every day more people wake up and realize that something is terribly wrong, especially in our

hospitals. Hospitals actively use policies and protocols to push people to ventilation and they die. They are routinely denied safe and

effective early treatment options. Instead of getting the care they need, patients are sent home and told to come back when they get

worse. Hospitals are generously compensated for a COVID diagnosis, prescribing Remdesivir and for putting the patient on a ventilator

Dr. Vliet explains how the medical establishment used, and continues to use, the PCR test to falsely diagnose people with COVID and

keep case numbers inUated. According to Dr. Vliet, 85-90 percent of physicians are employed by large groups and health systems. They

have no freedom of expression and are run by administrators with no medical background. Doctors are told what medicines they can

and cannot use and even what information they can share with their patients. This high degree of control is one of the reasons so many

people die from COVID. There have been countless incidences of physicians being unable to use medications that could effectively

treat patients at home, in an outpatient setting.

Jonathan Landsman brings you another revealing video interview, exposing critical and censored COVID statistics with Elizabeth Lee

Vliet, MD. The CDC went to great lengths to make sure that people who die from gunshots, heart attacks, cancer, or other tragic causes

are counted as COVID deaths. www.naturalhealth365.com/censored-covid-statistics-3417.html  (October 24, 2021)
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WHY WON’T THE CDC OR FDA REVEAL THE VAERS VACCINE UNDERREPORTING FACTOR The VAERS underreporting factor

(URF) is required information to be known for any risk-bene1t of assessment of a vaccine. The fact that this number was never

calculated by the FDA or CDC means that all the safety recommendations to date have been by guessing. This has resulted in the

needless loss of life. www.globalresearch.ca/why-wont-cdc-fda-reveal-vaers-vaccine-underrepor..  (25 October 2021)

‘OUR COUNTRY IS UNDER ATTACK’: RFK, JR. SPEAKS ON CIA AND TOTALITARIANISM In his speech — described by the Ron Paul

Institute as “a compelling indictment of the mad push to total control” — Kennedy said the techniques used by government

oTcials during the COVID pandemic to “edge people into subservience” come straight out of the Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA) manuals he researched for his book, “American Values.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-defender-chd-cia-totalitari..  (11/05/21)
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hi Gui ~ the article states that Dr Malone recommends the following by stating ~ "  If you have upper respiratory symptoms, 1rst,

don’t just assume it’s COVID-19. Get a test and if it’s positive," ~ has this alleged expert not heard that the PCR Test is so Uawed

that 90% of the Test results are FALSE POSITIVES ?? ~ if this scientist is so ill informed that so the saying goes ~ "with friends

like this who needs enemies??"
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My thoughts exactly, Stanley. Perhaps Dr Malone had another type of test in mind. I’m not sure if the lateral Uow test is any more

reliable.
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Yes, Stan, Malone knows and Dr. Mercola has reported that the number of cycles that PCR tests are performed on are very high

and the reliability very low. The false PCR tests are used by our governments as an exclusive argument to apply and justify their

policy of severity, austerity, isolation and aggression against our freedoms, with the impossibility of traveling, meeting, and living

normally. How do I report the Dr. Mercola “Changing the cycle threshold from 40 cycles to 35 cycles eliminated about 43% of the

positive results. Limiting it to 30 cycles eliminated a whopping 63%. " This link is very complete about PCR testing analyzing the

cycles.www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-rt-pcr-how-to-mislead-all-humanity-usin..  

In this analysis, in The Highwire , published, the precision of the PCR decreases after 17 cycles. Additionally, the test is most

accurate 3 to 4 days after the onset of symptoms, a criterion that raters never stipulate.https:

www.bitchute.com/.../d7NLLMTDXfSA  The scientists consulted still wonder about the value of 24, which seems particularly low.

"In our laboratory, with a Ct of 25, we were able to grow the virus in 70% of the cases," says Mr. In addition, it is necessary to

examine the patient, the person, their clinical status (presence or absence of symptoms) and from there judge the suitability of

the tests and the best way to interpret the result. www.industrie-techno.com/article/baisser-le-seuil-de-detection-des-tes..
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Stan; I also spotted that inconsistency, right away. You saved me some typing - thanks!
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The clandestine connections between evil pHARMa and complicit Govt's are beginning to get exposed.  In Australia, Clive Palmer

revealed that the Liberal party had been bank-rolled to the tune of tens of millions of dollars by P1zer and Astra Zeneca to push

the double jab and lock-.downs:    twitter.com/.../1443844318607912960  In the European Parliament ,Romanian MEP Cristian

Terheș shows that treacherous secret contracts have been signed by the Commission in cahoots with the pharmaceutical giants

 - but no-one is allowed to know what is in those contracts: twitter.com/.../1454473063068667915  

The 1rst hour of the most recent UKColumn news is well worth watching as it covers so much of what is going on right now:

www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/uk-column-news-5th-november-2021  As Member of the European Parliamnt Cristian

Terhes rightly says:  "When your Government wants to know everything about you -- that is Tyranny.  When you know everything

about your Government -- that is Democracy!"
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Gui, it's the unJabbed who are being set up to be the newest surging boogiemen, the 1lthy, unwashed dis-eased. When it is

actually those Jabbed who are the Superspreaders! Because originally it seemed the Jabs provided protection from serious

illness, yet one still can get infected with Delta, (or the many variants yet to come to promote more $urging Jabs,) yet while

vaccinated, replicate as much virus as the unvaccinated person, but maybe not feel sick. Legacy Media & Jab pushing

pro1t/control pushers promote those people can do whatever wherever., yet it's the vaccinated who are actually creating the

highest risk for everybody, they still get infected, replicate virus at least at the level, if not higher, than the unvaccinated. They’re

still shed the virus all over the place, but are encouraged to believe they are safe & we are not. It is all upside down, as they have

been set up to be superspreaders.”
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Dr. Robert Malone: International COVID Summit
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

CDC director Rochelle Walensky overruled the CDC’s expert panel and went ahead with the recommendation to issue a booster shot for

adults at high risk of infection

)

This is because COVID-19 shots do not fully protect you from infection, virus replication or shedding, and just because you’ve had the jab

doesn’t mean you’re not going to infect anybody else

)

An unspoken social contract convinced many people to get the jabs — if you submit to the experimental shots, you would not only be

personally protected but you would also protect your community, and we could all recover and get back to a sense of normalcy

)

By reducing symptoms of illness while allowing viral replication to continue, the injections increase the likelihood that vaccinated people will

become superspreaders of COVID-19

)

Malone predicts that as the shots’ effectiveness continues to wane, we’re going to see increasing cases of vaccinated people getting

COVID-19 and being hospitalized and dying as a result, at which point people will have to come to terms with the fact that they’ve been

misled

)

Three action items Malone took home from the International COVID Summit are the importance of optimizing vitamin D levels; you don’t

have to live in fear; and 1nd a doctor who will give you early treatment for COVID-19 if you test positive

)
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As stated yesterday it is a case of discrimination to bully us with the loss of our jobs, our family businesses, mid-size regional

businesses, to disrupt & purposively channel social needs through all digital all the time. It is discrimination to force the

Un-Jabbed to suffer severe economic, social, the loss of our rights & to be forced to be tested weekly or otherwise when it is the

Jabbed who are not only spreading but increasingly showing one severe side affect after another. Meanwhile those left

Un-Jabbed have the greatest protection & are the safest to be around especially if they have gone through natural process and

have an actual immunity.

This whole 1asco has actually shown just how ineffective many standard run of the mill vaccines are when blanketed across the

whole population & it is natural immunity gained through healthy individuals that creates any possible herd immunity. Vaccines

should be limited to a small section of the population at best, these experimental Jabs have no safety test, we are the

experiment, we are the test.
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DiTcult but necessary read/watch: 82.221.129.208/.../.tx6.html
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What really bothers me is how many people are involved with the corrupt scam and no one is doing anything about how main

stream "fake news" covers it up worldwide. Maby we truly are in the "end times". I think that worldwide 1776 is going to happen

when the sheep wake up. Thanks for your awesome knowledge as usual.
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My husband's friend thought he had Covid and got tested. He's been fully Covid vaxxed, so his test probably used lower cycles.

He tested negative so his doctor tested him for Uu. He tested positive for Uu.
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Gui- On the one of the news programs I believe Dr. Jennifer Ashton said the vaccine is safe for pregnant mothers and there were

no reported adverse reactions plus the infant get some protection. But in the U.K. it's a different story.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/p1zer-coronavirus-vaccine-not-safe-for-preg..   On a side note last night on the evening news there

was a story about Green Bay's quarterback Aaron Rodgers and his vaccination status. He took naturals but for a split second they

showed the 3mg box of Ivermectin but a few seconds later they said how dangerous Ivermection horse paste is. They had a

longer screen shot of the animal version. This is blatant mis/ disinformation by the media.
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Just take your Ivermectin!  It works even if it is just the Uu.  Stay away from those contaminated nasal swabs….
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Thanks NW. In Europe the winds are more favorable than in the US. Members of the European Parliament (MEP) from at least

four countries are voicing their opposition to violations of "basic human rights" as forced vaccinations and COVID restrictions are

imposed across the continent.

Led by Romanian Christian Terhes, a handful of MEPs made speeches during a recent press conference with media footage in

Brussels going viral. Terhes condemned other European Union oTcials who claimed to represent the "most democratic

institution" while stripping Europeans of their "fundamental rights". Italy's MEP Francesca Donato echoed Terhes's sentiments,

saying that the rights of Europeans are being crushed by mandatory health passports.

Croatia's MEP Ivan Sincic cited medical freedom by stating that Europeans have the right to choose their own therapies. He also

called for the economic sanctions imposed on those who "violate" COVID restrictions to be removed and for refunds to be

provided to all those who have previously been 1ned. “I call on all free people in Europe to resist the digital ecological certi1cate

whenever they can. Fight for your rights, ”he said. Sincic also noted that the digital green certi1cate was designed to blackmail

people and erode their rights.

europe.infowars.com/throw-me-in-jail-eu-oTcials-slam-covid-passports..

euobserver.com/.../153372
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Thanks Just. OCLA researcher Dr. Denis Rancourt and several Canadian academic colleagues wrote an open letter to support

those who have decided not to accept the COVID-19 vaccine. Some standout paragraphs. The group emphasizes the voluntary

nature of this medical treatment, as well as the need for informed consent and individual risk-bene1t assessment. They reject

pressure from public health oTcials, the news and social media, and fellow citizens. You are right to say "no" to a violation of

your dignity, integrity and bodily autonomy. It is your body and you have the right to choose. You are right to 1ght for your children

against mass vaccination at school.

You are right to question whether free and informed consent is possible in the current circumstances. Long-term effects are

unknown. Transgenerational effects are unknown. Vaccine-induced dysregulation of natural immunity is unknown. The potential

harm is unknown as reporting of adverse events is delayed, incomplete, and inconsistent across jurisdictions. You are being

targeted by major media outlets, government social engineering campaigns, unfair rules and policies, collaborating employers,

and the social media ma1a.

It is wrongly accused of being a factory for new variants of SARS-CoV-2, when in fact, according to leading scientists, its natural

immune system generates immunity to multiple components of the virus. This will promote your protection against a wide range

of viral variants and will nullify the spread to anyone else. You are justi1ed in requiring independent peer-reviewed studies, not

funded by multinational pharmaceutical companies. All short-term safety and eTcacy peer-reviewed studies have been funded,

organized, coordinated, and supported by these for-pro1t corporations; and none of the study data has been made public or

available to researchers who do not work for these companies. ocla.ca/a-letter-to-the-unvaccinated
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Thanks NorthShoreAl. Also. Nearly a dozen doctors who were seriously injured by the Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines" are urging

the government and other doctors to recognize the serious risks involved in taking these experimental drugs. Eleven doctors

represented by attorney Aaron Siri of the Siri Glimstad law 1rm want the vaccines to undergo a thorough investigation and the

results made public, so that everyone can make an informed decision about whether or not to inject.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/11-doctors-injured-by-covid-shot-go-public-u..  (Nov 3, 2021)
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Thanks big47846. Some people are moving against the threat of "vaccines": FEDERAL LAWSUIT SEEKS IMMEDIATE HALT OF

COVID VACCINES, CITES WHISTLEBLOWER TESTIMONY CLAIMING CDC IS UNDER-COUNTING VACCINE DEATHS. America’s

Frontline Doctors 1led a motion to stop the use of Emergency Use Authorization COVID vaccines for anyone under 18, anyone

with natural immunity or anyone who hasn’t received informed consent. America's Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) 1led a motion on

July 19, seeking immediate injunction in the Federal District Court of Alabama to stop the use of Emergency Use Authorization

(USA) COVID vaccines - P1zer / BioNTech, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson (J&J) - by three groups of Americans.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/americas-frontline-doctors-federal..  (07/20/21)
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Stan spot on you are absolutely correct with that observation.  Newlands yes I always watch the UK column news, worth

watching. I listened with interest to Dr Malone but I can't agree with him that the best thing for the elderly is to take the vaccine.

Especially as covid is over and its ineffective against delta. Great he mentioned to up the vitamin D but we know that already as

we have our own good Dr Mercola advising us of all the right things to do to take control of your health.
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Thanks fvtomasch, and now they want vaccines for the children. This is the result in pregnant women. New research published in

the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) has found that Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) “vaccines” are not even close to

being safe for pregnant women Dr. Simon Thornley, Senior Lecturer in the University of Auckland, and Dr. Aleisha Brock, also

from New Zealand, say that a new analysis of the data clearly shows that pregnant women should not receive injections for the

Fauci Uu.

It turns out that miscarriages during the 1rst trimester reach 91 percent in women who receive the jab. The original data that was

used by the federal government to authorize the jab for pregnant women in the 1rst place clearly shows this. “Since the risk of

fatality or severe outcome following COVID-19 infection is generally extremely low for younger people, including those who are

pregnant, we caution against the use of the vaccine, given the substantial uncertainty that exists,” he added.

www.theepochtimes.com/researchers-call-for-halt-on-covid-19-vaccines-f..  (November 4, 2021 )
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Thanks MoMac46. Some positives about Malone. Regulatory agencies, including the CDC and FDA, are "deeply corrupt" and have

promoted experimental Covid vaccines to the population with "extremely incomplete" data that do not meet even minimum safety

standards, the vaccine's inventor said. of mRNA Robert Malone in an exclusive interview with LifeSiteNews. After reviewing

P1zer's Covid vaccine data submitted to the Japanese government, Malone said he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he

discovered. The agencies allowed the drug giant with a criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency

Use Authorization for its Covid vaccine based on its "grossly inadequate information package."

Malone says that no healthy young man should receive a Covid vaccine, which is much more dangerous than the virus, he is

surprised by the lack of public messages about the danger. Also, it doesn't mean the heart condition isn't affecting older people,

but Malone has lost con1dence in regulators' interest in recognizing the signs. Malone, who has known the White House Covid

adviser since 1983, said: "I hope Dr. Fauci resigns soon." www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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Thanks gh1nn. Where Gates is not !, Gates is in everything that involves genocide: vaccines, GMOs, 5G, and all the biogenetic

actions that lead to transhumanism. It turns out that the Gates family's legacy has long been one of attempting to dominate and

control the world's systems, including in the areas of technology, medicine, and now agriculture. Bill Gates's father, William H.

Gates Sr., has long been involved with the eugenics group Planned Parenthood, a renowned organization that was born out of the

American Eugenics Society. Bill Gates: America’s Top Farmland Owner

landreport.com/.../bill-gates-americas-top-farmland-owner  

Where Gates is not !, Gates is in everything that involves genocide: vaccines, GMOs, 5G, and all the biogenetic actions that lead

to transhumanism. It turns out that the Gates family's legacy has long been one of attempting to dominate and control the

world's systems, including in the areas of technology, medicine, and now agriculture. Bill Gates's father, William H. Gates Sr., has

long been involved with the eugenics group Planned Parenthood, a renowned organization that was born out of the American

Eugenics Society. Bill Gates: America’s Top Farmland Owner landreport.com/.../bill-gates-americas-top-farmland-owner  
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Stanely, I think it speaks to all those who are inside the narrative.  I would like to play this for people from the other side and see

if it resonates with them.  Because - if I start speaking 'what we know' - then it comes off as a sci 1 movie!!  If you come from his

POV, maybe they'll listen?  He's not a guy who wants to go against the narrative, he's walking tight on the fence.  You know?  If he

hadn't seen it with this own eyes - .. type thing.  So it's my belief that he's an ally, he's just walking carefully on the fence so he's

not labeled.   And in his world (even though he's already being slandered) - if he can hold on, maybe he can get people to see?
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Guillermou, Newlandswanderer, thank you so much for all the recent positive news. this is very hope producing!! It is the

philosophy of the entity Positive News, that when people hear positive news, they become proactive for good causes. When they

see good character modeled, they also emulate it, becoming inspired to do good things. I think this model needs to be touted

more and more (though Dr Mercola's exposees are also terribly important). Following the lawsuits for us here in the USA is really

important, sharing links and info about them, about marches and demonstrations world wide and USA wide, etc.

I also think we need strategic action. The key word here is strategic. Please know, many things I have posted were based on a)

consultation with a political strategist who trained activists in how to be effective on an international scale (I am not naming her)

and b) personal experience. I will not divert the thread here, but will keep posting and ask others to pitch in with the solutions. It

is more important now than ever before to post about solutions (but be wise, the other side can intercept plans and strategies,

yet we need to inform each other, got thoughts?) and to hearten each other with *genuine* hope.

My own rests in the real-life observation (this is not just wishful thinking) that inner pain is unfortunately and in this case

tragically, what it takes to wake people up out of their denial. the pain inUicted by this cabal may have been a strategic blunder,

and may cause their whole plan to back1re. I really do hold hope in this, even while I also see the real potential for a slide into

deep dictatorship. Which is already happening,  but it is also only the beginning, and we have many people educated in the

freedom model. So they won't just passively accept it. Witness all that you both, Gui and NW have posted today, and the lawsuits

left and right etc. Thank you both, and thank you all.
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The author is being a bit naive.  It will not be the vaccine that will be blamed for future vaccinated hospitalizations and deaths,

but it will be the unvaccinated. If this "vaccine" was sold as a death preventative, why are the fully vaxxed still dying?
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My brother and my best friend were both murdered by the Fauci hospital protocol.  Why these people are still allowed to roam

free, says how corrupt our government is.  That they can arbitrarily change the de1nition of Vaccines and GOF. My lord.  May just

come soon.  I saw NY is offering 100.00 to the 5-11 yrs olds to get jabbed.  This is beyond demonic.  I appreciate your posts.

Always informative  Cheers
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Thanks Mirandola, being positive also infects and conveniently modulates the immune system. We need positive thoughts when

situations get complicated. The management of the Covid unfortunately caused an economic crisis that many families suffered.

It is time to avoid negative thoughts and put all our virtues in dealing with others. Although the con1nements have produced

problems in contact with nature and work and food problems, we have spent more time with the family, which, when properly

administered, may have served to better communication with the children. The need to combine teleworking with childcare,

online classes, and organizing the home has been diTcult for the vast majority of households. Without forgetting those people

who lived alone and who during con1nement could only speak with their relatives through videoconferences. Despite everything,

there has been more time to dedicate to them.

There are many people who have followed good advice to take care of their health and prevent infections by avoiding fear and

stress. There has been less pollution and if this serves to continue to reduce the carbon footprint it will be a good purpose. We

need renewable energy and hopefully this unites politicians in the need to protect the people who have elected them. Globally,

NASA stated for the journal Nature Sustainability that the planet was much greener than 20 years ago. The canals of Venice

showed their crystalline waters, something that had not been seen for decades. Fish, swans and dolphins swam freely in the

crystal clear water of seas, rivers and lakes. The Himalayas could be seen 200km away, an impossible feat before con1nement.

www.ren21.net/gsr-2020
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We are seeing many solidarity actions supported more by others, including food companies. In Spain, more than 1 million jobs

have been destroyed by the pandemic in our country, so many families have been plunged into a signi1cant situation of poverty.

So much so that the Spanish Federation of Food Banks recently reported a 40% growth in demand for this aid. Faced with this,

companies of all sizes, associations, families and individuals have turned to helping others with all kinds of gestures and

solidarity actions that have made it possible to alleviate the worrying need of many households. A way to show that, in the worst

situations, the best acts of generosity arise.

In our country, teleworking has gone from 5% at the beginning of March to 34% during the pandemic, according to the INE, with

an increase in employee productivity. This type of work has come to stay. Many people in Spain telecommute with assistance to

the company, social contact is also important.

Two New Yorkers gathered 1,300 volunteers in 72 hours to deliver food and medicine to older and vulnerable people in the city.

Supermarkets in various corners of the planet, created a special "time of the third age" so that older consumers and people with

disabilities have the opportunity to buy in peace. Many people also donated money, shared recipes and exercise ideas, sent

encouraging messages to self-isolating seniors, and transformed businesses into food distribution centers. Many people have

taken the opportunity to reconnect with friends and loved ones by phone or video calls, while groups of friends have organized

virtual nightclub or bar sessions using mobile applications. These and many other actions show that positive aspects have

happened. Let's hope that after this false pandemic people increase their kindness and solidarity.

www.mentalhealth.org.uk/coronavirus/acts-kindness-during-coronavirus-o..
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Gui-Thank you for your reply. One more thing. Have you noticed that all the local and state health departments are promoting the

vaccine and where to get them but nothing is mentioned as to the side effects and that after getting both jabs and now booster

you are still not immune and can get and transmit the virus plus the eTcacy wanes and in a matter of months but you will still

have to wear masks and social distance.

My question is that all the drugs that are peddled on the evening news and thru out the day have to include some sort of side

effect list like a disclaimer. Drug ABC may be  good for whatever but side effects may include blindness-diarrhea-bubonic

plague-denge fever-ebola-brain tumors-enlarged heart-kidney failure-lungs may liquify-burning-rash and itching but your toenail

fungus may get better. Maybe? Call your doctor if still alive if your symptoms get worse. Isn't there some sort rule that drug

companies have to list side effects but nothing is mentioned on mainstream media? After all the vaccine is a drug or is it?
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Wait just a minute.  Dr. Robert Malone says get a test for symptoms of an upper respiratory infection.  He doesn't say get a

Covid-19 PCR test.  Check out information from the Cleveland clinic on diagnosing upper respiratory infections.

 my.clevelandclinic.org/health/articles/4022-upper-respiratory-infectio..
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Thanks Fvtomasch. As you know, the emergency use authorization (EUA) is a mechanism to facilitate the disposal of medicines,

including vaccines, during "emergencies", such as the current fake COVID-19 pandemic. Under an EUA, the FDA may allow the

use of unapproved medical products or unapproved uses of approved medical products in an emergency to diagnose, treat, or

prevent disease when "certain legal criteria" are met, including that there are no suitable alternatives, approved and available.

We know that there are alternatives but BigPhama's corruption its main objective is “vaccines” even though many side effects are

not known and of course throughout a person's life. It is being reported to damage DNA, depress the immune system, and cause

hyperinUammation (ADE) with an increase in all kinds of diseases, including cancer.

Researcher Blows Whistle on Data Integrity Issues in P1zer’s Vaccine Trial

A regional director with Ventavia Research Group told The BMJ P1zer falsi1ed data, unblinded patients, employed inadequately

trained vaccinators and was slow to follow up on adverse events reported in P1zer’s pivotal COVID Vaccine phase 3 trial.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brook-jackson-ventavia-research-gr..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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This information is in the P1zer COVID-19 Vaccine Patient Information LeaUet, where various side effects are reported but it

says: This medicine is subject to additional monitoring. This will allow quick identi1cation of new security information. You can

help by reporting any side effects you may have. See the end of section 4 for how to report side effects. REPORTING OF SIDE

EFFECTS “If you get any side effects, talk to your doctor, pharmacist or nurse. This includes any possible side effects not listed in

this leaUet. If you are concerned about a side-effect it can be reported directly via the Coronavirus Yellow Card reporting site

coronavirus-yellowcard.mhra.gov.uk  or search for MHRA Yellow Card in the Google Play or Apple App Store. When completing a

report please include the vaccine brand and batch/Lot number if available. By reporting side effects you can help provide more

information on the safety of this medicine.”

www.gov.uk/government/publications/regulatory-approval-of-p1zer-biont..
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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Agree that to test before you treat isn't sensible as even if tests were reliable you have to wait 4 days or so after exposure to test,

then another 3 days for results.  Doctors treating early stress the importance of not delaying treatment.  There are home tests

with rapid results which may be a better option but the false negative can be 15% or so.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Throughout history the use of the witch doctors, diviners, medicine men [including mousy Fauci/Gates acting/looking "experts"],

hoodoo voodoo religious factions have been used to manipulate and control population sizing through poisoning, shunning,

banishing [as opposed to more kinetic/physically/visually bloody including "inquisition" type means] and they were the most

covert and eTcient methods of mass herd control. In the last few centuries the use of forced "covert"  MGM/FGM and

Uuoridation including the full spectrum air, food, water, Big Chemical/Pharma, EMF and "vaccination" and "immunization"

injections/poisons utilizing hypodermic needle syringe programs delivered by mostly women imagined to be "nurturing nurse

health "Nightingales" have been the most secretive, covert and eTcient ways to deliver covert mass control and soft kill.

Electronic/electrical power dependence, digital money, mass media, propaganda/entertainment, surveillance and the advanced

levels of human physiology/psychology understanding exponentially facilitates the current eugenical scienti1c technocratic

cull/"right sizing" of the planet as we enter into this next cyclical (mini/maxi) GSM ice age (natural depopulation) era.

It's just business on/in the big ranch ball/electroverse with cyclical frequent/yearly little winters and less frequent cyclical "big

winters" every two to four centuries and cyclical "really big winters" every 90-100 ka locally/planetarily and

galactically/intergalactically. www.ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca   https://electroverse.net/   It is to be expected that advances in

physiology and psychology will give governments much more control over individual mentality than they now have even in

totalitarian countries. Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a very early age, to produce the sort of character and

sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and any serious criticism of the powers that be...

whale.to/.../russell_h.html
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RedRavenSounds
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I stand  with Bobby Kennedy Jr as I  would  stand with his father and his uncle. John stood against the storm, he knew what was

at stake. He KNEW that November 22 1963 (whatever the 1nal date would be) could occur - he KNEW it. Jack made enemies of

big steel, big pharma, the CIA and the mob.  He was getting us OUT of Vietnam - and was hated for that.  He understood what it

meant to stand for, and do what was right, in WW II when his Patrol, Torpedo Boat, (P.T 109) was cut in twain by a Japanese

destroyer in Blackett Strait in the S. paci1c, he STOOD with his crew - he put his crew before himself.   Bobby Kennedy KNEW

what was at stake when he decided to run for President, and stood on that stage in LA. And his son carries on that tradition.

Bobby Kennedy Jr. IS a pro1le in courage. We the people are under attack as we have not been since 1776.  I stand with Bobby,

and I stand with you.
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Otis ~ lets not be naive now ~ Malone means a PCR as the common cold does not need a test
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Who dumped the 'stupid dust' into the air? I have never seen so many lemming-people behaving so irrationally.

I watched a video early this morning that raised the question--"What was your "a-ha moment" when you no longer believed what

you were being told?"

Like many people, I believed the media initially. As a coincidence, it just so happened that I had been studying historical

pandemics and vaccination. In the back of my mind, many of the public health measures and lockdowns did not seem to make

sense. The examples of successful societies had literally closed their city gates to all outsiders and practiced a subsistence

lifestyle relying on only local products and avoiding contact with outsiders. I esp. wondered why parents were allowed to take

their children to the grocery store, but not send them to school. We were told a 2-week lockdown was a temporary measure, so I

did not overthink it. I assumed it would not be widespread and that the US medical system would contain it, at least in America.

Then, as it dragged on, I become more suspicious.

Illegals continued to pour into the country and were transported to distant cities where the children were enrolled in schools,

providing perfect disease vectors.  

Those with natural immunity should have been recruited by the health care industry, knowing they were at signi1cantly reduced

risk for contracting covid.  

Ivermectin should have been made widely avail (as in India) if this disease was a "war" to be fought on all fronts.

One thing I learned when I had cancer was to read the entire study, not just the abstract, conclusion or what was reported in the

media. So, being a naturally curious person, I found some of the more prominent studies and read them. I was shocked at the

discrepancy between what we were being told by the media and the data in the actual research, badly done as some of it was. It

was at that point that I became disillusioned and realized we were being lied to.  

What was your "a-ha" moment?
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-continued-

THE DEFINITION OF SLAVERY:  When one person is forced to serve the wishes of another against his will.

We already fought a war over that..
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Guillermou

Thank you for the video link of Dr. Malone on the life site news interview,. I appreciate you posting it. It was interesting.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM
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Four days ago a vacced staff member showed signs of a chest cold. A day later I (not vacced) had to up my Vit C/D intake and

increased the rate of sniTng TEA TREE oil to 4 times a day. Was  ok within hours. Yesterday morning another worker became really ill,

distinctly looking ill, head down, shoulders bent, dragging his feet, said his head feels terrible but not coughing although for a short time

said he is short of breath. I dosed him with 10,000 mg of top quality C throughout the day, doubled the D and added Mag. and Zink and

instruckted he MUST sniff the TEA TREA oil every hour and rest for the whole day. By end of day he was much, much better.  What must

I deduce? There is going to be a HELL of a lot of deaths because of these false  vaccinations!!! But it seems there is HOPE ?  There

should be a NUREMBERG inquisition type trail on Fauci, Gates and all associates.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Yes and also of the CDC, WHO, NAIDS, and the FDA which has been actively holding back natural medicine....which actually helps

people!
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Thank you for sharing that tip about sniTng tea tree oil! That reminds me of Thieves Oil. It’s equal parts of the following

essential oils: cinnamon leaf oil, clove oil, lemon oil, eucalyptus oil, and rosemary oil. You add it to coconut oil to make a topical

treatment or to distilled water to make a spray.  The origin of Thieves Oil can be traced back to robbers in Marseille, France

during the Black Plague. They’d pickpocket money and possessions of people dying from smallpox, but they never succumbed to

the disease.

Finally they were caught and offered a more humane form of execution if they revealed their secret. It’s that recipe - They would

douse handkerchiefs and scarves in that mixture and hold it up over their noses and mouths so they wouldn’t breathe in the

pestilence.  That’s why you see pictures of doctors wearing those beak masks during the Black Plague afterwards. The beak

contained cloth soaked in that liquid so physicians could visit the sick and dying without getting infected.

So your tea tree oil comment reminded me of this! Essential oils are so powerful. In fact, when I experienced shortness of breath

after suspected Covid exposure, I ingested oregano oil (plus 5,000 IU of Vitamin C & D3, aspirin, zinc, magnesium, MSM). In 15

min, I could breathe normally again! Over 3 days of suffering breathing issues, I took all of that, and 15 min later my breathing

problems disappeared. By Day 4, I was 1ne.  Shout out to raw garlic and cloves - they're powerful anti-parasitic remedies like

oregano oil and ivermectin.
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Indeed, we have enough food and supplements that are considered useful in the prevention and treatment of coronavirus

infection and also preventive protocols and application in mild cases that we can apply at home. Diet Nrf2, NAC, NAD elderberry,

curcumin, pterostilbene, spirulina, beta-glucan, glucosamine, selenium, magnesium, K2, zinc, B1, B6, lipoic acid, sulforaphane,

melatonin, nitric oxide (preventive exercise, nitrates from vegetables, arginine ), aloe vera, curcumin, propolis, echinacea,

astaxanthin, quercetin, sulfuraphane, calendula, ginseng, resveratrol, vitamin C and D, Bi1dobacterium bi1dum strains probiotics

and spobiotics. Two zinc ionophores (aid in assimilation): quercetin and epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG found in green tea.

Melatonin works synergistically with vitamin D to optimize mitochondrial function. It also improves vitamin D signaling. Caloric

restriction and fasting are essential.

Forced mass vaccination of Americans will be considered one of the deadliest and costliest medical errors in history, said

renowned pioneer in early treatment of COVID-19, Texas cardiologist and internist Dr. Peter McCullough. A study published in the

journal JAMA Internal Medicine found that Americans who received the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccine from Johnson &

Johnson (J&J) have a higher risk of developing blood clotting conditions than the general population. The results showed that

women are also more likely to develop blood clots. Additionally, the study revealed that vaccine recipients are at increased risk of

developing CVST within the 1rst 15 days after receiving the J&J COVID-19 vaccine. Women aged 30 to 64 years had an increased

risk of CVST after inoculation. www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-10152723/Americans-received-one-dos..
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Thank you, Chantal, great job! ~Laura xoxooxox
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Thank you for this. Would you share the amounts of D, zinc, mag you use normally and then the amounts you increase to if

exposed? And what form of C? I am not vaccinated and have comorbidities and was disheartened to hear Dr. Malone say that

people like me should get the shot. Not getting the shot but it does put me more into fear to hear him say this.
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chantal- I inhale oil of oregano a few times a day. I also keep some in my car. Works well and sinuses are clear. Ask your

co-worker if he knows their Vit D level and B12. Many people do not know. If not they should get tested at their next doctors

appointment.
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fromseatoshiningsea
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Chantal - I have been using tea tree oil daily for the last 25 years as part of my oral hygiene routine.  It completely arrested gum

disease & I haven't had a problem since.  However, it is not meant to be ingested, as it is poisonous.  For anyone with gum

disease, simply put a few drops of tea tree oil on your toothbrush, after having brushed your teeth.  Then simply go over your

gums with it.  Do it everyday & you will have healthy gums!
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com, Brace yourself for that co-worker you helped suing you for "practicing medicine without a license".

No good deed goes unpunished.
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When I have felt "something" coming on somewhere in my respiratory system, I've use a drop of Thieves or Fighting Five oil on a

piece of cotton ball in my ear.  Works great.
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Deduce you've done a dang good job helping people!  Does seem rather a coincidence, doesn't it?  After being with my freshly

boostered and Uu shotted friends, (I was the one social distancing and making sure we were in highly ventilated places) - but

after a day in the car with them, I ended up with nausea and a migraine - oh it was horrible.  Here's the thing about me, I don't get

migraines and I'm rarely nauseas (unless I accidentally see Fauci speak)...  LOL...   so what does one deduce?!  Yeesh!  I, too,

took all my supplements and, actually, was feeling sharp pains in my lymph - along both side of my neck, it hurt to eat - like I was

being shocked.  Upped my intake of Quercetin and high quality C and extra D also - thought for sure I was going to end up sick -

but work up doing great this am.   These are weird times, for sure!
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Here a list of generic, not COVID speci1c herbs that may be helpful. I use the word "may" cautiously, because responses may vary

with the individual and information is always generic, not speci1c to any person. That is why it is important to use this merely as

information based on which  you consult a licensed and trusted naturopathic physician.  With that said, here goes (I have formal

training in herbalism):

~Osha, targets the lungs, anti-viral action

~Grindelia relaxes and dilates the airways, was used previously to make asthma medication

~Oregano oil, as anti-viral

~Thyme oil, drop a few drops into water and inhale via diffuser as steam to relax and dilate airways. Koleus forshkohlii, lobelia

also dilate airways.

~Garlic has constituents which are exhaled and pass through the lungs, anti-viral and anti-bacterial. Chop cloves, let sit 20

minutes to release allicins. It does Not go up against healthy gut microbiome, in fact helps the good guys while tackling the bad

guys. Nature is wise.

~Elderberry was seen in vitro (test tube) to bind the swine Uu virus and inhibit its replication, blocking its entry to cells, causing it

to die out. It raises cytokines, so use it early in COVID but not in advanced disease. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19682714  

~Strongly dilute grapefruit seed extract (not grape seed). Very few bugs can survive its very intense acidity. Spray it onto masks

only if you wear them (I choose to wear mine in public so people don't get their hackles up, but then I talk to them wherever it

seems strategically wise. They respond more favorably if they have the *illusion* of protection. So I object, but walk the middle

aisle, just a suggestion because I think to raise hackles will only back1re). Grapefruit seed extract is extremely broad spectrum

and yes ,if ingested will kill the good guys in the gut as well as the bad guys, yet can be helpful if used in moderation and in the

right setting. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/1216519  

More below
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~Lomatium: Pairs well with Osha as antiviral and targets lungs

~Hyssop: If coughing, Ricola drops good

~Shiitake mushroom extract: Antiviral, has certain AIDS inhibiting properties, only one single case of HIV absent in blood of a

male patient as attributed to Shiitake mushroom extract. If COVID has HIV envelope as Judy Mikovitz says, then shiitake extract

may play a supportive role when combined with other herbs.

~If lungs feel mildly or moderately inUamed, steam with ordinary chamomile tea (avoid if allergic to ragweed plants). Make a pot

of chamomile tea, set on a trivet on the table, put a towel over your head/the pot to make a tent which catches the steam. Inhale

for about ten to 1fteen minutes. Be sure the steam is not hot enough to burn your skin, remember it can also burn the nasal

passages too. Comfortably hot but not burning is the key. The chamomile contains anti-inUammatory bisabolol which gently

soothes lung membranes.Splash face with cold H20. If you have outright pneumonia/severe COVID no guarantees. This is for

adjunct support, not core treatment.

~Eucalyptus oil, tea tree oil are lung clearing when dropped into water and inhaled. Bay oil clears blocked ears.

~For lymph congestion, inhale grapefruit oil as steam

~Echinacea with goldenseal. Use echinacea for ten days then stop for a week. It is an immune stimulant/tonic.

Vitamin D, C, yes

Nettles/quercitin are anti-histamine, support kidneys, blood vessels.

3 Gs which thin the blood: Ginkgo, Ginger, Gotu Kola. Nattokinase: Use separately. Caution: Ask doctor if taking blood thinners,

do not mix blood thinning herbs/supplements with medical blood thinners.

NOTE: Herbs seen to work best in formulas, not one alone. Formulas have to be skillfully and knowledgeably blended. Talk to

your naturopath or use formulas from the healthfood store.

This is for adjunct support, not treatment, and as information only. Ask  your naturopathic physician about this in regard to your

own  unique case.
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If lungs inUamed, use mucillage as adjunct support. This is a gel like constituent in herbs that soothes membranes and organ

linings. Marshmallow root is about 85% mucillage! Make into tea and alongside other herbs that target the lungs as antivirals,

this can be helpful. Mullein also contains mucillage and is lung friendly as an herb.

For the heart, hawthorne contains Uavonoids that render vessels more Uexible. Its actions render calcium more available to heart

muscle so it pumps more strongly, yet by dilating the coronary artery blood pressure is adjusted up or down. A brilliant herb,

again nature is wise!

Gingko dilates surface capillaries , has blood thinning action (as does hawthorne) and strengthens red blood cell membranes

thanks to its Uavonoids.
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM
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Media, Drs that lie. There are thousands that must be held to account.  Politicians worldwide.  I absolutely agree with you, we

must eradicate these demons.
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Siggysauer
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Thanks for that info! The only thing I didn’t know about was the tea tree oil, I will have to go out and buy that. My hubby and I

remain unjabbed. But most of our friends and neighbors, and my daughter and son-in-law are, so we will try this also if we are in

close contact with them.
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I got the "Uu" Apr2020. Couldn't get outa bed for 3 days, then I was 1ne and I'm 67 years old! People, eat REAL FOOD. That, which is

found in Nature. It is the only way to super-charge the immune system, so that if you DO become ill your body easily 1ghts it off. Man's

processed garbage kills you slowly. I quit eating FAKE FOOD years ago and have ZERO chronic conditions. Weston A. Price found that

indigenous peoples around the world had no chronic disease until they were introduced to re1ned Uour and sugar.
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Good recommendations jrh6690. The multiple health markers that were quite good during the Paleolithic period clearly began to

deteriorate as agriculture progressed, from the Mesolithic and especially into the Neolithic, and with it the consumption of

cereals. Among those markers was dental health. In fact, dental problems such as periodontitis, cavities or tooth loss came to be

identi1ed as diseases of civilization as the investigations of doctors in communities far from the customs and foods of modern

civilization were added.

Probably one of the best works in this regard is that of Dr. Weston Price, a dentist with a passion for nutrition who in the 20s and

30s of the last century traveled the world to study ancestral communities. Among others, he studied, for example, the inhabitants

of the islands of Tokelau, in the South Paci1c. His diet of 1sh and saturated coconut fat - apart from some local tropical fruit or

chicken - gave them, according to Price, high resistance to cavities and perfect dental alignment. However, the diet of the

Tokelau people began to change signi1cantly after the 1960s.

The foods of modern civilization, such as Uour and sugar, became an important part of their diet. Higher carbohydrate

consumption was one of the main changes. If we wonder what impact this had on your dental health, I don't have to wonder. In

2001, a study published data on the dental impact of the nutritional transition in the Tokelau community between 1963 and 1999.

For example, tooth decay had increased 8 times in adolescents and almost 4 times in adults in this period.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/11887663
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I did in Feb 2020 - 1rst time in a boatload of years - broke my streak!   The guy at the lumber yard was hacking when I came in - I

walked right through it!  2 days later - bam, can't breathe, within hours, can't move - mine was 4 days - I was out of everything but

I had oreganoil and cinnamon and dropped them into a capsule.  I was so sick, I couldn't even stand.  It was weird.  The guy who

gave it to me tested for Type A and ended up in the hospital for 2 weeks with pneumonia.  I coughed out a ball on the 4th day and

it was gone.  I was better.   Dr. Mercola's site has been an amazing gift for understanding natural health!
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We both got the Fauci Uu in August 2021.  I still can’t taste or smell.  This bio weapon Uu appears to attack the weakest part of

our health.  Mine, lungs and skin rashes.  Husband, he was really bad, I know his oxygen was low, but we used nebulizer, all the

protocols from Dr Mercola etc. he ended up with a 2 ft blood clot in his leg. He has thick blood. That is his health weakness. I

gave him aspirin etc to help thin his blood.  This shedding of the virus is real.  This new stronger variant is hell.  I had what I

believe the original Covid last December. No big deal.  Cheers
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RedRavenSounds
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Curiously, I got "the Uu" right about that same time - it kicked my butt for about 4 days.  It was very unusual  for me  to have

something like that -  I watched old re-runs of "Whats my Line" and old Spike Jones shows!  I don't eat junk, exercise, get plenty

of rest, and have not been sick a day since.  I don't trust  "big" anything - SHOW me the DATA and  I'll do my OWN analysis!.  My

degree is in electrical engineering U of M, Class of 1974)  and I am data and science (not BS driven). Folks do not even

understand that Science is a methodology its not some people in white coats bloviating and making unsupported mandates.  

A pox upon Faux-chi and  his crew.
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CEO of P1zer arrested, charged with fraud – media blackout as #P1zerGate trends  conservativebeaver_skphjv Posted on November 5,

2021 Beaver Exclusive P1zer CEO Albert Bourla was arrested at his home in the a�uent suburb of Scarsdale, New York Friday morning

by the FBI and charged with multiple counts of fraud. Bourla is being held while he awaits a bail hearing. Federal agents are in the

process of executing a search warrant at his home and at multiple other properties he owns across the country.

Albert Bourla faces fraud charges for his role in deceiving customers on the effectiveness of the COVID-19 “vaccine.” P1zer is accused

of falsifying data, and paying out large bribes. According to an FBI agent that spoke to the Conservative Beaver, P1zer lied about the

effectiveness of the vaccines, and mislead customers about the serious side effects the vaccines can produce. P1zer is accused of

paying off governments and the mainstream media to stay silent. Albert Bourla was already in hot water after it was revealed P1zer, and

a research partner, “falsi1ed data, un-blinded patients, employed inadequately trained vaccinators, and was slow to follow up on

adverse events.” The whistleblower Brook Jackson was 1red as a result of her attempts to stop the fraud that was being committed,

BMJ reported.

In October, Project Veritas released a series of leaks dubbed “P1zerLeaks.” In the video, another P1zer whistleblower reveals how the

company uses aborted fetal cells in the COVID-19 “vaccine.” P1zer tried to keep this fact hidden from the public. If convicted, Albert

Bourla could spend the rest of his life in prison. Bourla is considered innocent until proven guilty. The police have ordered a media

blackout, which was immediately approved by a judge. Conservative Beaver is based in Canada, and not subject to American law.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Then please explain this information from InfoWars (Alex Jones) with Project Veritas' homes recently raided by the FBI?

Overlapping news being reported? Purposefully confounding reporting to keep people confused? ALEX JONES (2nd HOUR)

Friday 11/5/21 • DR PETER McCULLOUGH, News, Reports & Analysis • Infowars - www.bitchute.com/.../5ve5Q0xWUtA9
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stanleybecker
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yeh, Bourla is a fountain of CORRUPTION ~ P1zer is an agent of social HARM and should be burnt at the stake of public

catharsis
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the news is true, we will all rejoice at P1zer's corrupt maneuvers and their booster vaccines purpose. In addition, this can serve

to paralyze vaccines in children, because the trials are also insuTcient and the risk is greater than a possible bene1t.

RESEARCHER BLOWS WHISTLE ON DATA INTEGRITY ISSUES IN PFIZER’S VACCINE TRIAL A regional director with Ventavia

Research Group told The BMJ P1zer falsi1ed data, unblinded patients, employed inadequately trained vaccinators and was slow

to follow up on adverse events reported in P1zer’s pivotal COVID Vaccine phase 3 trial.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/brook-jackson-ventavia-research-gr..  (11/02/21)

PFIZER COVID VACCINE FAILS RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN CHILDREN 5 TO 11 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s

risk-bene1t assessment in connection with P1zer’s application for emergency use of its COVID vaccine for children 5 to 11

describes only relative risks in an older population. It ignores absolute risk and also the standard calculation for measuring a

drug’s effectiveness — Number Needed To Vaccinated (NNTV).

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-p1zer-covid-vaccine-risk-bene..  (11/05/21)

6 STUDIES SHOWING WHY CHILDREN DON’T NEED — AND SHOULDN’T GET — A COVID VACCINE We now have a major crisis as

the race is on to vaccinate our 5- to 11-year-old children who bring no risk to the table, with a vaccine that has been shown to be

sub-optimal and potentially harmful. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinate-children-covid-natural-e..  (11/04/21)
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, I got an email from Secular Heretic where he posted news about your mentioned event:

www.conservativebeaver.com/2021/11/05/ceo-of-p1zer-arrested-charged-w..  Wonderful news, isn't it?
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che2190
Joined On 12/28/2014 5:39:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.snopes.com/.../p1zer-albert-bourla-arrested
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craigco46
Joined On 3/24/2012 3:14:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richard Noakes...What you posted is total bullshit and proven to be fake news.

www.ibtimes.sg/p1zer-ceo-albert-bourla-arrested-fraud-falsifying-data..
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just be ready to participate in the worldwide walkouts later this month namelyliberty.com/worldwide-walk-outs  If they want to cancel

our ability to work let's preempt, and cancel their chance to have our services and the services of millions of essential workers.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, stoneharbor. KICKOFF IS NOVEMBER 3RD! In his short video, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. CHD Board Chair and Lead Counsel

called for everyone to participate in Worldwide Walkouts that kick off on November 3rd.  He shared that “No government in

history has ever surrendered power in the absence of a demand. We need to tell these governments and their friends in the

technocracy, the Silicon Valley billionaire boys club, the mainstream media, and the pharmaceutical industry that we will no

longer tolerate their trampling of citizens’ rights.” The WORLDWIDE WALKOUTS are a call for a global shutdown to stop business

as usual, protesting these unlawful mandates and to celebrate human rights.  

“Coercive mandates of shoddily tested medical products and segregationist passports violate international human rights law,”

said CHD President and General Counsel Mary Holland. “We need brave citizens to peacefully refuse to comply with unlawful and

unethical edicts that for the past year and a half have been allowed to trump individual rights and freedoms. Those days are over.

There will be no business as usual until segregationist and coercive medical policies advanced by government authorities end

once and for all.” childrenshealthdefense.org/child-health-topics/health-freedom/worldwid..
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stoneharbor, You have apparently accepted the fallacious false dichotomy of "essential worker vs. non-essential worker" that

government operators have been promoting ever since the beginning of this pandemic.  Here is reality: EVERY SINGLE

PRODUCTIVE INDIVIDUAL IS AN ESSENTIAL WORKER, for if there were no market demand for their particular type of work, they

would not be performing it.  EVERY SINGLE BUSINESS IS AN ESSENTIAL BUSINESS, for if they were not producing and providing

goods and services that people want, their business would quickly fail, or never open in the 1rst place.

A productive person who provides medical care is no more or less essential than a person who produces and sells the services

of any trade; gifts; greeting cards; yard decorations; or anything else that people desire--including pornography (voluntarily

produced between and among consenting adults), or anything else to which you and others may be opposed.  I support all

productive people of all occupations going on strike against mask and "vaccine" mandates, and all other unjust governmental

diktats that are unjust, immoral (by an objective standard of morality) because they violate their and every human being's

legitimate individual rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and private property rights.  I have gone on strike

since last May.  I have gone Galt.  I urge all productive people to do likewise.
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lovestosing, i AGREE! All they provide now is a drug that has ONLY EUA.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just erased my comment LOL!   So it was.... how can they mandate an EUA - thank you for the response!  I was going to add to

that - if comirnaty (whatever the heck it) isn't available - can private companies mandate anyways?  This whole things doesn't

seem right.  Even if comirnaty is available - how can it have been approved by the FDA if it's a) not even out yet !!! and b)

substantially the same, but not the same.   That's such a huge elephant in the room!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Gui for more on CHD (Children's Health Defense), headed by Robert F Kennedy Jr. It is CHD that is putting on the

Worldwide Walkout that I mentioned in my original post. Kennedy  is most inspiring on also defending our liberties. We should be

willing to die as well as he is on this issue, as it is our constitution that is at stake  (and that means all of the Liberties that we

value and that we experienced until this plandemic began). If we all silently give in to this conspiracy we have lost the country. I

hope many of you will participate in the Worldwide Walkout.

Here is Robert F Kennedy speaking on November 5th on these critical issues. Please give a listen.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-defender-chd-cia-totalitari..
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premiademar14
Joined On 6/22/2008 7:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know all about that, the problem is, does any one have any ideas, any support on what to do  if we cannot go shopping, if we will be

placed in camps, if they stop our pensions, what do we do?? We may as well get euthanized and die.. best to go than to be dead here in

a camp.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, premiademar14, it is the terrible reality. With fascism reigning in the US, proposals to lock up unvaccinated people in camps

proliferate. Paul Louis Street, author of Barack Obama and the Future of American Politics, wants people who refuse to inject or

wear a mask for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) to be kidnapped and forced into internment camps. Also a writer on the

far-left rag CounterPunch, Street commented in a Facebook post recently that he would like Congress to draft legislation on

medical fascism to separate "anti-vaccines" from their families and enslave them in concentration camps. "So I'm kidding, I'm not

kidding here: when is someone going to write legislation for internment camps and separate quarantined regions for

Amerikaners who simply refuse vaccination and masks?" Street wrote. mobile.twitter.com/.../1421139150657540097
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

premia ~ this form of "resigned" thinking is like a modern version of the Stockholm Syndrome ~ let your imagination practice

stress relief by understanding that sociopathic imaginations must be rejected by denying the possibility of social aberrance ~

complete rejection of insanity is the only alternative to being infected by the insane products of bent minds
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Lollieme
Joined On 10/11/2008 10:39:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Proverbs 3:5-6 Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him,

and He will make your paths straight.
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM
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PREMIADEMAR14:  this is why we need to NOT COMPLY NOW....before it gets that far. Where I am - Fascist Ontario - we need a

vacs passport to eat in restaurants, go to cinema / theatre and to live sporting events....... if your area is similar,  give the

businesses that DON'T ask for passports your business ! Join those in your town that are protesting with their signs in the

downtown core!   Forward good links / videos online or FB. We all need to become LOUD. ALL - here is some motivation from an

eloquent Canadian Ethics Professor (who is losing her job for not being jabbed). We need to help those who are speaking out, by

SHARING and becoming LOUD in our own right -- CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE.  FIGHT WITH YOUR MONEY... CHOOSE WHERE YOU

SPEND YOUR $$ Link is from RETSBEW -- so thank you !  this video needs to be Shared !  www.youtube.com/watch
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We the people  in America, have more guns and ammo than  any [public] in history...That my be a reason to not mess with the

citizen ,too much...And if it looks as though [they] want to  encamp us, many rather go down  with guns blazing...And more than

half the USA military,would ,fall in. with the {"we the people"  A war vet !
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Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

premiademar, that is likely what the religious martyrs struggled with, what to do?  Better to die with your integrity intact, rather

than live having betrayed yourself.  As Dr Zelenko advises, trust the divine source within for strength and resilience.  We may yet
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than live having betrayed yourself.  As Dr Zelenko advises, trust the divine source within for strength and resilience.  We may yet

WIN!
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM
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I guess we choose to die on our feet than to live on our knees...if they're going to kill us regardless, the jab being slow or fast

kill....we choose to stay on our feet to the end..
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Rochelle Walensky just another one that need to be at the NeckTieParty.....
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You have given up on using the "forbidden" "J-word?" I have no problems with the death penalty, and neither does the true

Catholic Church.
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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Weiler are you a reincarnation of Torquemada? ~ you are a throw back to the 15th Century and you still believe the BIG LIE that

the Romans did not assassinate Jesus as a political agitator ~ wake up to the Roman Lies and become human
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mrrobb, I prefer that Walensky and Fauci be given the Ceausescu treatment.
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oh..sorry Skweiller........its still a "k.ike"  isn't it?....:)    of I know I am so "Antisemitic"  .....so 'much of a common 'Goy"

 .......yawn....lifes a thrill......I went to 'Da Store' last month .......still the same clowns running around with masks looking like

walking around like they got kicked out of a 'Opium Den".....LOL.....most the store was in the same condition..way beyond being in

a 'mental fog'  and even the kids are like over medicated.....LOL..this worlds is f#cked.....
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becker, You have a number of erroneous beliefs. It isn't likely that anyone who believes himself to be a Christian would

MISTAKENLY believe in NONEXISTENT reincarnation. It is impossible for God or the Catholic Church - as an institution - to

deceive.

The Spanish Inquisition was an arm of the state. And I am hardly performing or even recommending the torture of secret

heretics.

It is easy enough to 1nd out with a degree of accuracy whether a person is a Jew with Wikipedia. You can look up the fact that

many nations - including England - expelled the Jews from their country at some point. On the other hand, I have had, just today,

a comment removed here pointing out that persons are Jews.
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"arthurrieloutlook.com"........this guy  Ceausescu was just another Pol Pot...trained by the CIA and DARPA to just be their "Do-Boy"

 .....typical CIA-DARPA ploy.....yawn....and like Bobby Fischer  said    www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-1scher-speaks-jews

"""“First of all, we have to understand what communism is. I mean, to me, real communism, the Soviet communism, is basically a

mask for Bolshevism, which is a mask for Judaism.” (Press Conference, September 1 1992)"""

Now , of course  the Jews are saying "he was insane'  or "mentally Ill "  they really couldn't shut Bobby Fischer up ....he hated

them..probable because  he was from a single mother and didn't like to sexually abused by the 1lthy slime  ..he called a "spade a

Spade" without all the censorship and cover-up ....
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Attended a talk by Dr. Dan Stock last night (he made national headlines after he spoke in front of the Mount Vernon School Board in

Indiana).  It was informative but most of what he said I knew from Dr. Tenpenny and others including Dr. Mercola.  BUT; there were a

couple of statements  he said that I haven’t heard; One was this December and January we will see  a high death count among the

vaccinated due to compromised immune systems.  He also said that the shot goes into every cell and one of the fears is that it will kill,

destroy all the eggs of young females and that we could be looking at women as young as in the early 20’s going into menopause in the

vaccinated.  People, this is horrendous.  And he also said to people to make sure they are taking MASSIVE amounts of D3 during this

winter. A couple of times I thought this passionate Doctor would start weeping. The deception of this EVIL government is so

deep....every one of you who is standing strong...stand even stronger.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM
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Listen to this guy drone on?  He accepts the germ theory with no proof,  so he can't call himself a scientist.  He thinks the pope and the

Vatican are other than the enemy. He's just got it all wrong,  and he's not a great public speaker. Hard to appreciate his work given that.
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stanleybecker
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and he believes that there is a NOVEL virus that can be detected by a FAKE PCR TEST
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Joined On 5/2/2021 5:03:59 AM
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And is endorsing the jab "if you got underlying conditions....". He's agenda is to confuse people even more. Keep away from him

mercola.
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There is an attempt to hijack the language to control people's thoughts (=mind control).  "Equity" is the new buzzword for "socialism"--or,

at worst, "you will own nothing". presidentialwire.com/att-tells-white-employees-to-feel-embarrassed-ove..   They are coming for each

and every one of us.  They are merely dividing and conquering at this time. They are coming for us, too.  Who is going to pay for all

these vindictive bureaucrat inspectors? dailypatriotreport.com/biden-considering-expanding-vax-mandate-to-comp..   First, they take

away your job. next, your ability to travel, shop in supermarkets and buy stuff.  You will have no more cash--only digital currency, if you

have a good social credit score.

So sad.  I spend part of today talking with people who opposed the jab but succumbed anyway because they could not afford to lose

their job and housing.  We also heard of another person who lost his job due to his refusal.  No logical argument works and requesting

an exemption is futile.  It is the old WWII scenario  where soldiers said they obeyed because they were following orders.  People in

personnel will tell employees there is nothing they can do about it.  The way it works is this... a company is free to grant an exemption.

 However, the govt can 1ne them for every unvaxed employee.  

So, what company will take a chance hiring an unvaxed employee?  Meanwhile, we have wave after wave of illegals entering the country

and being Uown all over without even a cursory health check--they are disease vectors.  This is not about health.  It is about control.

 The elites want you to work as their slave. They want everything you own.  They want your children.  They want to control your mind,

heart and soul.  I watched a prepper video where 77% of the people thought they were prepared because they had enough food to last a

month.  (Most of the rest had less.)  What does your common sense tell you?
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Yes, Almond Biden's mandates and racism reUects a fascism that threatens all freedoms. ‘OUR COUNTRY IS UNDER ATTACK’:

RFK, JR. SPEAKS ON CIA AND TOTALITARIANISM childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-defender-chd-cia-totalitari..

 (11/05/21) In Europe the situation is more favorable. Members of the European Parliament (MEP) from at least four countries

are voicing their opposition to violations of "basic human rights" as forced vaccinations and COVID restrictions are imposed

across the continent.

Led by Romanian Christian Terhes, a handful of MEPs made speeches during a recent press conference with media footage in

Brussels going viral. Terhes condemned other European Union oTcials who claimed to represent the "most democratic

institution" while stripping Europeans of their "fundamental rights". Italy's MEP Francesca Donato echoed Terhes's sentiments,

saying that the rights of Europeans are being crushed by mandatory health passports.

Croatia's MEP Ivan Sincic cited medical freedom by stating that Europeans have the right to choose their own therapies. He also

called for the economic sanctions imposed on those who "violate" COVID restrictions to be removed and for refunds to be

provided to all those who have previously been 1ned. “I call on all free people in Europe to resist the digital ecological certi1cate

whenever they can. Fight for your rights, ”he said. Sincic also noted that the digital green certi1cate was designed to blackmail

people and erode their rights. europe.infowars.com/throw-me-in-jail-eu-oTcials-slam-covid-passports..
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So sad, Almond, so sad! "O brave new world, that has such people in 't!"
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It is no fun at these times. However, when is a problem, always is the solution. We do not need to gun these criminals down. The

law will do that.  Silent disobedience and help to others, less fortunate can put things into perspective. When Germans occupied

France, they tried to incorporate workers into factories that produced weapons. Funny, French worked slowly, constantly made

mistakes that in the end disrupted all production. Resistance is a good thing and it works. The ability to read between lines helps

too.
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Almond, one clari1cation to your concerns. Biden's mandate has no Constitutional authority, none. He cannot give an agency,

OSHA, authority he doesn't have. The corporations who are mandating have lawyers and know this. They don't have to make their

employees get the shots, they want to. I don't think many know the federal government has outsourced its operations to

corporations. For example, Enron in the midst of their 1nancial fraud, operated the enforcement functions of the Justice Dept

and the SEC. Black Rock administers the trillions of stimulus funds and Biden appointed six of their execs to key jobs in the

Treasury. Corporations run our government. Do they want to injure their employees? Maybe. They get out from under health

insurance and pension obligations to the boomers and all the others made ill by toxins in our environment, food, water, meds and

vaccines. They also stand to gain from eliminating competition from small employers. They're bean counters not humanitarians.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

News blackout in US.  This is from Canada. CEO of P1zer arrested, charged with fraud – media blackout as #P1zerGate trends –

Conservative Beaver www.ibtimes.sg/p1zer-ceo-albert-bourla-arrested-fraud-falsifying-data..
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Almond, You ask, "What does your common sense tell you?" My common sense informs me that when the statists or their civilian

minions confront me at my residence or anywhere else in order to physically force me to wear a mask or receive a "vaccine", I

assert my rights to self-ownership, personal liberty and bodily autonomy by 1ghting them to the death.  They leave me with no

other rational option, for they have made it plain that they are not open to reason and a civilized respectful interaction with me,

for they regard me as their slave, and themselves as my owners, my masters.   They make it plain that they pose an imminent

threat to my life, a threat that legitimizes my using deadly force in rightful self-defense against them.

Ultimately, they will murder me, in the name of mask/vaccine enforcement", and legally get away with it. Before they do, I will do

my damndest to take at least one of them down with me.  After they have murdered me, they will have my dead body, but not my

obedience. They will "think" they've won for they are still alive, and I am dead. Not so.  It is I who will have won, for I will have died

as I had lived: on MY terms, not theirs, or anyone else's.  Let there be no confusion, and no denial of reality ! Government

operators and their fellow government employees, your family members, your co-workers and managers, your neighbors, and

total strangers who support mask and "vaccine" mandates have CHOSEN to enter into A STATE OF WAR against you and all

others who oppose those mandates.

The mandates embolden their verbal aggression against you, and many are willing to escalate that aggression to the point of

initiating physical violence against you.  "President" Biden has publicly dehumanized you by referring to you all as "the

unvaccinated", equating you with a pathogen, a virus, by accusing you all of causing a "pandemic of the unvaccinated".  Prepare

to defend yourselves !
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arthur and all... Over and over I hear personnel employees and public oTcials who are enforcing the mandates (terminating

employees) saying, "I cannot help it". Yes you can. You can refuse to comply. That is what real leaders do. Instead, you choose to

sacri1ce the jobs and lives of many to protect your own, believing that will save you in the long run.   If even a few industries

banded together, this would be over shortly.

Truckers, railroads, airlines, shipping. Educators at all levels.  Loggers, miners, oil production. The post oTce, UPS, FedEx. Any

one of these groups. It used to be, that, during a strike, unions would support their own members and some would even sign

them up for unemployment bene1ts in a group. Sick outs force the companies or govt entity to pay out bene1ts.

We are running out of peaceful options. I fear that history will repeat itself as it did during the American Revolution after

long-suffering people decided they had enough.  However, resistance this time, will necessarily involve technology. The beauty of

that option is that govt is relying on technology and surveillance--both systems must be maintained and can be hacked and

sabotaged.

Meanwhile, it is important to resist and hold the line. Stand together. Help your friends, family, neighbors in ways you can

whether it be food, clothing, shelter. We still have cash. Some of us elderly can pay good workers for work needing to be done on

our land, even if it is temporary employment. Pay cash for day labor. Hire the unvaxed.

Resisters also need to understand people cannot give them everything. There will need to be frugal and do without many things,

including simple comforts. However, that may be the price of liberty, dignity and self-respect. Presently, the goal must be survival

and resistance. This will be fought by a minority.  It would be easy of everyone just said "no", but that is not the way life is. You

cannot enjoy the spoils of victory without going to war.
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Urgent plea especially to all Americans, this video is a call to action. The time for talking with just our pens is through. Enough of the

outrage one-upmanship. Stop preaching to the choir. This interview reveals it's later than most of us realize. In this

few-minutes-to-midnight hour learn how to defend ourselves against all enemies of our constitution.

 cspoa.org/women-1ghting-for-freedom
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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This is going to sound ironic, but a political strategist who trained activists in effectiveness internationally, said that studies have

shown that preaching to the choir actually works. When informed people get together and educate each other, they gain

credibility and backbone as they reach out beyond the group. That is how the wave grows, said the strategist. In fact, she said

that it was studied and seen to work even better than trying to recruit newbies. It makes sense to me. However, this surely is not

meant to discourage outreach which is in fact, important and necessary. And it surely is not meant to say that calls to immediate

action are not vitally important. So thank you for the website Epi-Cure, it looks like a very good one. The link is broken, just to let

you know. Can you please resubmit? thank you.
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Lately when I awake at night after my 1rst round of sleep I slip on the blue blocker glasses and read until it's time to turn off the

lights again and resume my rest. During such times my clarity and expression is hit and miss. In retrospect, my preaching to the

choir comment was incomplete. Experience has taught me that aTnity groups such as ours here at Mercola often have a lulling

effect on participants. Our human need to get heard in a familiar and safe setting has a tendency to reduce proactivity in other

would-be necessary areas of our life. The remark's intent is to shake our complacency in the right proportion from less passivism

toward greater activism. Metaphorically speaking, let's get our priorities straight by not putting too much time and effort into

tabling home improvement discussions while the building is on 1re. As for the link, that's odd because I just tested it and it works

for me. Is anyone else having problems with it?
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Epicure, I said it was not meant to hold back any urgent proactivity of any kind. Read what I wrote, again. Thank you.
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epi-cure, thanks for the link.  Sheriff Mack and Christie Hutcherson working together to defend and protect our Country, our

Republic, and our Constitution.
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Epi-cure, thanks for the great link. And I do agree that Sheriff's Departments are one of our last lines of Defense before we have

to do it all ourselves at our front door.
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to do it all ourselves at our front door.

Incidentally, like you, I often wake up at 2 or 3 a.m. and catch up on the conspiracy, and post my replies to dr. Mercola and other

groups. Then I go back to sleep, content  in my accomplishments so early in the morning.
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Fauci is a modern day Joseph Menegele (Nazi doctor who experimented on and murdered thousands of concentration camp

prisoners).
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got a communication from Joel Harden, MPP (Member of Provincial Parliament), at Queen's Park, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.   He keeps

Uogging the "vaccinate all the children" rhetoric.  Following is from his communication.   "Dr. Kaplan-Myrth has led efforts to vaccinate

thousands of people. She has already signed up children in her clinic in anticipation of the vaccine rollout for kids aged 5-11. For this

she is harassed online, and a complaint was 1led by an anti-vaccine advocate (which included a death threat, and anti-semitic hate)

with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO).  After holding onto the report for 12 days, the CPSO advised Dr.

Kaplan-Myrth to contact police. The Ottawa Police told her to beef up her security at work and at home. This is a grossly inadequate

response to someone in need. Dr. Kaplan-Myrth is scared, and nothing is being done. This must change.

The Ottawa Police receives ample public funding, and must do more to monitor and prevent violence against health care professionals.

Soon we are expecting mass vaccination efforts for kids aged 5-11. Those who consider this high treason may be looking for targets.

Are we prepared?  Platitudes aren’t enough, and hope is not a plan. If we truly value health care professionals, we must respect and

protect them.  Please contact Ottawa Police Chief Sloly, Mayor Watson, and Premier Ford, and insist on action now. Thanks so much for

doing so.  My very best," I will publish my reply to him in the next post.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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Joel Harden: You need to represent ALL the people who voted for you and you are NOT representing me at all; in fact you

endanger me.  I hope that you will examine the material you have distributed in the light of what is happening today and the

reality that the “vaccine” is not a vaccine at all, but gene modi1cation.   I am extremely disappointed that you are not representing

my point-of-view at Queens Park.   childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kyle-warner-vaccine-injuries-p1ze..  

I have followed Dr. Mercola, Osteopathic doctor, on the I/T since it started.  He has been wrongfully maligned by many corrupt

sources in the USA.  I know him to be professional, cite all attributions in detail and a person who’s mandate is to improve and

bene1t everyone’s health.  It is outrageous to accuse him of anything at all that is morally and professionally incorrect.  Whereas

you are endorsing SO MANY who are morally and professionally incorrect and as a consequence harmful to the citizens of

Canada. Footnote:  It is beyond my understanding why these government representatives do not realize what they are doing to

the citizens of Canada.  This response is mild compared to others I've written to this man.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you very much, Retsbew. Great response to Joel Harden against the criminal act of vaccinating children, who are mostly

asymptomatic except for very serious pathologies. “Vaccines” against children is a crime against humanity: TEN RED FLAGS IN

THE FDA'S RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PFIZER'S EUA APPLICATION TO INJECT AMERICAN CHILDREN 5 TO 11 WITH ITS MRNA

PRODUCT  1. COVID-19 rates in children ages 5 to 11 are so low that there were ZERO cases of severe COVID-19 and ZERO cases

of death from COVID in either the treatment (n= 1,518) or control group (n= 750) 2. P1zer’s clinical trial in kids was intentionally

undersized to hide harms. 3. P1zer only enrolled “participants 5-11 years of age without evidence of prior SARS-CoV-2 infection.”

4. Did P1zer LOSE CONTACT with 4.9% of their clinical trial participants?

5. The follow up period was intentionally too short. 6. The risk-bene1t model created by the FDA only looks at one known harm

from the P1zer mRNA shot — myocarditis. 7. P1zer intentionally wipes out the control group as soon as they can by vaccinating

all of the kids who initially got the placebo 8. Given all of the above, how on earth did the FDA claim any bene1ts at all from this

shot? 9. The FDA model only assesses the bene1ts of vaccine protection in a 6-month period after completion of two doses.

Furthermore it assumes constant vaccine eTcacy during that time period 10. The FDA/P1zer play fast and loose with their

estimates of myocarditis tobyrogers.substack.com/p/ten-red-Uags-in-the-fdas-risk-bene1t  (Oct 25, 2021)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PFIZER COVID VACCINE FAILS RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN CHILDREN 5 TO 11 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s

risk-bene1t assessment in connection with P1zer’s application for emergency use of its COVID vaccine for children 5 to 11

describes only relative risks in an older population. It ignores absolute risk and also the standard calculation for measuring a

drug’s effectiveness — Number Needed To Vaccinated (NNTV).

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-p1zer-covid-vaccine-risk-bene..  (11/05/21). 6 STUDIES SHOWING WHY CHILDREN

DON’T NEED — AND SHOULDN’T GET — A COVID VACCINE We now have a major crisis as the race is on to vaccinate our 5- to

11-year-old children who bring no risk to the table, with a vaccine that has been shown to be sub-optimal and potentially harmful.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaccinate-children-covid-natural-e..  (11/04/21)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not a crisis, it is a disaster, as parents are apparently being affected by Stockholm Syndrome and handing over their kids for

shots they do not need. This insanity may be necessary to fully destroy the current health system as we know it; however, the

military-style psy-ops have successfully been used for months now, to the detriment of all except the globalists. Please refer to

the Alex Jones 2nd hour interview w Dr. Peter McCullough (posted the link above).
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Retsbew
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Hi Gui and thanks so much for your contribution because I sent a second email including your information, which I do not have

the medical expertise to produce so eTciently.  I am grateful for your timeliness and care for people around the world.  It's 9C in

Ottawa which is quite pleasant and we still haven't had frost.  I guess you don't have to worry about that where you are!
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rebbyreb99
Joined On 6/25/2013 12:28:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Super spreaders “ Is exactly what I would say about the vaccinated!  My sister in law is a principal and this past week she has had 4

fully vaccinated teachers come to school with Covid!! I’m not anywhere near as sophisticated as all of the commentators on here but I

am just going to say it…..dumb asses for getting vaccinated but still believe they can’t spread it.
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mar1128
Joined On 5/7/2017 9:21:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are 100 percent correct. So scary to see the sheeple. Uneducated, ill informed and down right dumb asses.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The design was PERFECT.  Reduce symptoms for a while with massive side-effects that are mostly subtle and plausibly deniable

at 1rst, while having no effect on the spread and spurring on the evolution of variants.  Then ADE kicks in and it makes people

more susceptible, while the manufacturers have no liability and pro1t from the damage.  Mengele would be PROUD.
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Family member in medical 1eld treated 28 people this past week — vaccinated folks — who had adverse results from shot.
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one elected the CDC to oversee all our medical treatment....we need to reject them and disobey our govt. Those who bow, sell out

their own souls, in my opinion.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To quote Malone: " ‘Oh, I can just go to work,’ right? So if you think it through … the vaccinated are actually the ones that are creating the

highest risk for everybody, because they’re still going to be able to be infected, replicate virus at least at the level, if not higher, than the

unvaccinated. They’re still shedding the virus all over the place, but they feel good. And so they are, by de1nition, set up to be

superspreaders.”

If you think it through?  What could be more obvious?  This is the 1rst thing that popped into my mind when it became know the jabbed

catch and carry the virus about the same as unjabbed, but with fewer symptoms.  DUH!  But it took until now for me to read it in print?

 And from one of the top scientists in the 1eld?  WTF has happened to everybody's brains?  Actually, I suspect people have always been

this stupid, the pandemic just makes it more apparent.

Last night on Tucker Carlson an airhead said: "If they were only honest, and told the truth, for example that people like Aaron Rodgers

probably don't really need the vaccine, there would be less vaccine hesitancy".  Not an exact quote but close enough.  Does she realize

the inanity of what she said?  No, and I'm sure most watching didn't either.  She was one of these morons who had to say right off the

bat "I've been vaccinated" as if that makes her believable, when in fact it makes her, as a relatively young and apparently healthy person,

a fool.
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"FOOLS RUSH IN"
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Joined On 1/25/2021 12:43:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am watching the terrifying series Dopesick, the FDA issuing a special label to Purdue to peddle Oxy based on the lie that it was less

addictive due to time release was one of the greatest criminal offences yet the FDA still functions. The FDA approved all the fake PCR

tests knowing they were fake, why aren't they in jail
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I, too, am watching the series ... it's disturbing to see the parallels of what took place re: oxy and what's taking place today re:

covid.  The level of corruption by all parties is mind-boggling.
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The other night I watched V for Vendetta on the TV Marvellous 1lm made in 2005 I think, reminiscent of  what is happening today

with control.  I was hopeful that as it was 5th Nov the next day that Guy Fawkes would appear an blow up the Houses of

Parliament for real. Or even the Scottish Parliament either one would do. At least the actors in the 1lm were only acting, we on

the other hand are living it.
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Me I'm watching 1978's Invasion of the Body Snatchers, and yes I see some parallels. I remember at the time a Critic said the

movie was implausible because there was no way that the entire world could all of a sudden be turned into zombies without 1rst

the unzombi1ed waking up and taking notice, especially in these "modern" times!
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“without fear of interference, retribution or censorship by government, pharmacies, pharmaceutical corporations, and big tech.” Doctors,

for the most part, know and accept that they are not allowed to attempt to cure COVID, much less to speak about curing it. Any claims

of cures are simply ignored. Doctors need to be free to speak their truths - all doctors, not just those recognized by the current medical

bureaucracies.
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Anybody who speaks about cures, particularly from natural medicine, about Anything At All...and mainstream doctors who speak

about cure of COVID. ...are more than just ignored. They are threatened by the CDC, FDA, etc. Cure is not permitted in the "health"

1eld. To pro1t, let alone pro1teer, from ill health and misery are violent acts, and must be prosecuted under criminal law. And to

hold back health progress, ditto.
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Doctors and hospitals are slaves to the protocols dictated by the Pharmaceutical Ma1a. It was Rockefeller with his money who

fought Natural Medicine, seizing the opportunity to expand his oil business, in1ltrating American medicine with highly addictive

formulations of coal tar drugs. Rockefeller bought a German pharmaceutical company that made chemical weapons for Adolf

Hitler, and quickly put it to use, in1ltrating US drug supplies.With an assembly line of unhealthy immunosuppressive drugs that

contribute to infectious disease complications, chronic diseases and cancers that are occurring at a rapid rate today.

Reality tells us that scientists and universities follow the Rockefeller current that support the dominant paradigms of allopathic

medicine that are built by elites based on a domain that only seek their bene1t. Every day more people wake up to 1nd that

something is terribly wrong, especially in our hospitals. Hospitals actively use policies and protocols to push people to

ventilation and they die. Safe and effective early treatment options are routinely denied. Instead of getting the care they need,

patients are sent home and told to come back when they get worse. Hospitals are rewarded handsomely for a COVID diagnosis,

prescribing Remdesivir, and for putting the patient on a ventilator.
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Yes mirándola, the word cure has been banned and has therefore disappeared from so-called "modern medicine". Why? Most

approved medicines make no attempt to cure. Most clinical studies - even those funded to 1nd a "cure" for cancer - do not de1ne,

much less test for "cured". No vaccine cures. But vaccines sell like hotcakes. And medicines that don't cure are more pro1table.

So cures are disappeared. The word cure is not even de1ned for most diseases - and has been disappearing from medical texts

for decades. healthicine.org/.../disappearance-cure  To your health, Tracy
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It is fashionable for the establishment and the media now to sneer anything that might be Curative, as if the people searching for

and 1nding cures (for anything!) were nothing more than children playing a fantasy game. As if getting at the root causes of

health problems and proscribing protocols using natural ingredients was just Witchcraft and that everything pales in comparison

to all of their exciting new mRNA technology! But there is only one problem with this. The natural protocols work and their new

technology thus far has shown to be a TOTAL PIECE OF ***!!!
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Yes, swabiengmail. Health is the best preventative, the best medicine, and the best cure. Just not best for sales. Medicines that

prevent visible signs and symptoms, while allowing the illness to grow are much more pro1table. That's why marketers say

"prevention is better than cure" because prevetatives that don't cure are more "marketable".
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I don't understand how they know you have covid if the PCR tests dont work??
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Day after day, article after article, re-run after re-run, ok the stuff is she it; but why hasn’t the narrative turned to ‘what can we do to

counter act the poison?’ I have too many loved ones that I do not want to see perish because of the corrupt scum of world

governments. I have started boosting their immune systems in hopes of side stepping the immune decay caused by False Setto, stay

alert you snarly worm. Are there sny known regimen’s to follow? I am considering 10 day water fast with high dose IV vitamin C, the

supreme detergent.
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This guy must be a paid shill for telling people to get the experimental poison jab Frankenshot. I no longer trust him.
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Dr Robert W Malone. His PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE clearly indicates many potential Uags, just some - DoD Secret Clearance

authorized, professional relationships at CDC, DoD/DTRA, HHS (BARDA, CDC, FDA and NIAID), collaborations with Merck

including patents, working with the World Health Organization,  Initially serving as consultant, provided leadership primarily

focused on tuberculosis vaccine development and proposal development to NGO (B&M Gates), USG (CDC, NIH, DoD). Resume:

static1.squarespace.com/static/550b0ac4e4b0c16cdea1b084/t/605f1d44f246..   Collaboration with Inovio, including

incorporation of company in the USA. Inovio being funded by CEPI for covid-19.

ir.inovio.com/news-releases/news-releases-details/2020/Inovio-Selected..   Note that CEPI was founded in Davos by the

governments of Norway and India, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Wellcome Trust, and the World Economic Forum.”

www.naturalblaze.com/2020/01/vaccine-for-the-china-virus-the-planet-is..   Atheric Pharmaceutical had funding from University

North Carolina Chapel Hill (Ralph Baric...) www.usciences.edu/news/2016/zika-review-study-led-by-usciences-and-ath..  

So it can also be equally possible he is out to encourage vaccinations by addressing how people think and feel about getting the

vaccine, which could convince skeptics to vaccinate and other tasks. See: “WEF 3 tactics to overcome COVID-19 vaccine

hesitancy” www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/3-tactics-to-overcome-covid-19-vaccine-..  also had his LinkedIn page removed

by LinkedIn, However, LinkedIn has now reinstated him so he was not erased. The notice provided is attached below.

www.linkedin.com/.../rwmalonemd   www.reddit.com/r/ivermectin/comments/oaylc6/dr_robert_w_malone_linkedi..
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Linkedin partner for World Economic Forum www.weforum.org/partners  

123 million, approximately one third of which comes from the Pentagon directly was given to Ecohealth to fund research. The

majority of the DoD funding came from the DTRA, a military branch with a mission to 'counter and deter weapons of mass

destruction and improvised threat networks'  www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9652287/The-Pentagon-funneled-39milli..  The

Lugar Center in Georgia working with EcoHealth discovered coronaviruses similar to the epidemic SARS and MERS

coronaviruses and is just one of the many Pentagon biolaboratories in 25 countries across the world, its not just the Wuhan

Institute of Virology. They are funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) and much of their work is classi1ed and

includes projects on bio-agents and pathogens with pandemic potential. Research discussed in this link:

 armswatch.com/project-g-2101-pentagon-biolab-discovered-mers-and-sars-..
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I appreciate people like Malone but to some extent think they are adding to the problem by only admitting half the truth.  The shot isn't'

just not fully protecting - it is killing.  And it is designed to kill.  This isn't some mistake where people thought one thing and it turned out

differently.  This IS the PLAN!  Wake up people!  Death is the goal and not the unfortunate side-effect of the shot lasting a shorter time,

blah, blah, blah.  And on top of that the hospitals are killing with their lack of early treatment and the protocols they use.  Either our

medical community is literally idiots or many of them are involved knowingly (I think the second this point).  This "nice" language in

articles like this are adding to the idea of a social contract where we don't speak truth, or soften truth so it is only half truth.  Hurting

feelings more important than death.  Call murder what it is which is murder.  And as for the population running around in mask - really?

 You have 3 friends in the hospital needing lung transplants who are fully vax and you can't think of what could possibly be the cause

except we need more masks?
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Exactly! The phony virus scare was created to frighten people into  taking their experimental poison frankenshot! These

scientists and Doctors ALL know that this is a eugenics program by the cabal (gates, soros, schwab, obozo, ETC) ,and the ONLY

way this will stop is when people 1nally stand up and STOP IT, and by force if necessary! Worldwide 1776 is probably

unavoidable. Be prepared.
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It's amazing how the prospect of a lot of money can skew your beliefs. A lot of our beliefs are based on wish ful1llment. Not just

religions. It's not so much that doctors think, "I'll kill this person with Remdesivere and a counter productive ventilator to collect

$45,000 for another Covid death." But they are less apt to take notice of how ineffective this stuff is in saving lives because of the

1nancial carrot and the stick of career threats for breaking with standard care (as many ethical doctors can relate.)
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I agree completely. I think Malone is part of the problem and I wish Mercola would sever himself from him. Malone is the one

who invented this bullshit technology. Without the technology the delivery would not have been available. I think Mercola needs

to be more cautious about who he associates with if he wants to continue to be reputable.
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And in the meantime thinkamericana.com/dictator-joe-warns-of-planned-inspections-and-13653..  he has to make money to support

the funding he wants to give immigrants.  It’s the perfect crime.
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Thank you Tracy, and furthermore, As part of the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, so-called “State Coronavirus Fiscal

Recovery Funds” are distributed to states which then deposit those funds into county and city bank accounts. Counties and cities

can use federal aid funds to replace thriving local businesses where vaccinations are mandatory. Those counties and cities, in

turn, are using federal money to award contracts to local contractors. Those contractors have employees and may hire

subcontractors who have their own employees. www.brighteon.com/37498014-5ca4-49f0-a8af-6d780208bfcd
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lovestosing6, The answer to this tyranny is non-compliance.  Read "Discourse on Voluntary Servitude" by Etienne de la Boetie.

Withdraw your consent to comply. Refuse to pay the 1nes.  Fight to the death against arrest, for the cops will forcibly mask and

"vaccinate" you at the police station and jail.  If they cut you off from government welfare schemes (EBT, SS, Medicare, Medicaid,

etc.), so be it. They are all 100% funded by money stolen from you by tax-theft--legalized theft, but theft nonetheless; and by

inUating the currency supply, which action robs your dollars of purchasing power.
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mRNA has not yet be found in the lethal injections, so chances are it’s a cover-up for the real poisons in the vials in order to turn the

uninjected on the injected. At the same time, some batches contain parasites that can cause infection the way spike protein is

supposed to shed. Lies, damn lies, statistics, the oTcial narrative, and the controlled opposition…
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~Thank you Dr Mercola for this article. It is very heartening to know that the inventor of the mRNA technology is speaking truth to

power. This lends a lot of weight to the cause! That is a new breath of fresh air, and many seem to be pouring in! ~It is great to hear him

talking about how---soon!---people are going to realize that they have been duped. (How could they Not have realized it, all along???)

This gives hope, maybe the discrimination, dictatorship may fall, after all? ~It is perfectly obvious that the CDC is vax sales oriented, not

safety.

~My observation in Real Life: When people face their inner pain, denial will break, and people will become all the more wise because of

it. I only hope that there will not be too much suffering. If the powers that be refuse to make healing solutions available to the vaccine

injured, then there will be a big wakeup movement indeed.  ~I have questioned all along if the vaccines in general----all the more so

those using mRNA technology----would slant the immune system so it is no longer capable of dealing with the mutated bugs; and if the

tilted immune system in and of itself, would also cause mutations. So what of the interactive loop, slanted immunity/bug mutations and

resistance?  "For the greater good" oh really? That's One Big Lie!!

~Did people ever stop to think about the side effects over the long range? If not, Why Not? And Why point 1ngers at those smart enough

to do so?  ~It is very good to hear that Dr Malone is saying, as we all know (Duh!) that it is the vaccinated, not the unvaccinated, who will

spread because they walk around *feeling* well but they *aren't*! What fools these mortals be, locking the (if ill) bedrest-seeking

Unvaccinated out of concerts, restaurants, ballgames, everything! They are catering to a lie, and the lie is exactly backward. ~The entire

pandemic was stacked on lies. "If you take these products you will be safe". That was the endgame sales pitch from the beginning! Isn't

That Clear?
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Why is Dr. Malone telling people at risk to get the jab??? That is only going to make them more at risk, I do not understand that.
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"Massive Deaths this Winter:" Dr. Elizabeth Eades, a front line doctor with 25 years of experience: www.bitchute.com/.../NyxyByWyJVXu
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The virus was created in order to cause the plandemic, the plandemic was started in order to mandate the jab, the jab was developed to

reduce the population radically and make zombies of those who survive and the zombi1cation was planned in order to impose the Great

Reset of Gates, Schwab and Soros and complete the Great Replacement of white by brown and Christian by mohammedan.
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The evil scumbags want to exterminate every black and white person on the planet......PERIOD! 1776 coming!
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Bill Gates is no pal to black and brown people. Do more research.
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Perfectly said TRUTH!
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The whole thing was to prepare the world for the Quantum dot tattoos, aka The Mark of the Beast (according to the Bible)

Soon to be rolled out world wide.
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Forget about trying to 1nd a doctor who will treat you for early Covid. And tests don't always come back positive in the early stages or

are even available right away. Just follow Dr. Zelenko's protocol every day without fail, and at the very 1rst sign of any illness, double the

dose. That's his recommendation. Take 1000 mg vitamin C, 1000 IU vitamin D, 500 mg quercetin, and 30 mg zinc once a day. If you

detect any illness at all, take this twice a day at 12-hour intervals. You can easily get these supplements anywhere. My son (age 33 with

underlying health conditions) and I (age 71) did this when we tested positive, and we had a pleasant two weeks in quarantine. We also

ate kim chi every day since that's what the Koreans eat when they are sick. Even if you don't end up having Covid, this formula will

attack other viruses (since the zinc prevents them from replicating), so it will keep you healthy throughout the year.
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All this health protocol won't help us a bit when they drag us away to death camps. We should be VERY TERRIFIED of the medical

dictatorship.
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Koreans don't eat kimchi when they are sick. They eat kimchi every day and most of them eat it it every meal.
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A better title for thr artical would have been:  "why millions of people would not live to regret taking the poison"
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"The idea was self-sacri1ce for the common good. If you submit to the experimental shots, you would not only be personally protected,

but you would also protect your community, and we could all recover and get back to a sense of normalcy." This isn't how thing work in

reality. The common good is the extent to which every person's individual natural and civil rights are respected. Coercion has NOTHING

to do with the common good.  And it is diTcult to see how premature death - by medical murder - or totally avoidable HUMAN-CAUSED

disability that can come through the CRIMINAL injection is contributing to the good of society.
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if you were a true psychopath you would have no diTculty understanding the relevance
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This reminds me of a human sacri1ce ritual. Even the NPCs are admitting the jabs cripple and kill. They argue it's still for the

greater good. How they appease their malevolent Covid god. By offering up every twentieth inhabitant of the village in tribute for

leaving the rest alone. Those of us who won't participate in the ritual get exiled or executed.
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If it's true we will be seeing increased hospitalizations and deaths this winter among the vaccinated as he predicts, then why in the

world does Dr. Malone end the podcast by encouraging everyone over 65 to "absolutely" get the jabs. He is talking out of both sides of

his mouth, misleading the public, and spreading confusion if not disinformation by so doing. This kind of rhetoric needs to stop now.
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This is long overdue thank you to all of the posters here who have obviously devoted considerable time and effort to help bring to light

all of the science and well-credentialed opinion that runs contrary to the worldwide narrative of “the ‘vaccine’ and all the edicts we

declare are the only way back to normal”.

So many links I have read have given me insights that we all know are buried in this 24/7 narrative of fear and threats.

I 1nd Robert Kennedy Jr. especially inspiring with his powerful presentations combining passion and historical facts. But they are many

more we all follow, including some of the brilliant people here.

I can’t help but feel that there is a growing groundswell of enlightenment growing among huge numbers of the public in many countries.

Sadly, here in Canada it seems that the totalitarian forces are in control much more than in the USA. Our Prime Minister with his

displays of phoney gravitas and urgency I 1nd especially anger-inducing. Even my formerly respected public broadcaster, the CBC, has

been innoculated with fear and blind obeisance to the one-sided narrative. For my part and every day I 1nd a way to help upset, with

kindness,  the attitude of those obey the political science and never look for the silenced science.

Thank you all for standing tall!

Finally, here’s how I answer those who rudely ask me if I’m “vaccinated”. I answer “ I’ll tell you if you can tell me your serum vitamin D3

level, a factor I think more important. Mine in 65ng/ml.”
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Rent asunder....not rendered a sundry.  So bad that it undermines all credibility.
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Disney Documentary
GloriYes Fauci's Façade
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Didn't I hear that P1zer was demanding from various nations "collateral" for distributing their Wuhan Uu vaccine in particular countries ?

  Like military bases or other national assets to protect P1zer from eventual liability?   Hmm!  P1zer must know more about the

vaccine's ultimate outcome than they're revealing.   Therefore, what's the Vatican pledged to P1zer since Malone indicates that the two

institutions are sharing the same bed, so to speak.  Perhaps the Vatican's art collection?   Or the Pope's summer retreat?   Perhaps

control over the Vatican acreage itself.   Or commandeering the Swiss Guards.  Inquiring minds want to know, eh?
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sbwinfam
Joined On 6/29/2014 10:52:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well MIT came out last week stating that VEARS only releases about 1% of the data and with no control groups etc….by way of statistics

they project 500,000 + ppl have died from the vaccines.  This higher than the virus numbers or what we considered Uu numbers in years

past.   So, yes the supposed solution is worse than the original problem
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JeanE.S.
Joined On 8/6/2017 3:43:05 PM
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Have a cure or cures at home.  At the 1rst sign of the virus - take the cure or cures.  Easy.  Simple.    I did that twice after de1nite

symptoms of the virus. (The second I guess was the Delta.)  I sailed through the illnesses.  You can do it.   I’m 87 and in excellent

health.  Haven’t seen doctor in 20 years.  I listen to - and follow - natural health experts.  i listen to and follow Dr. Mercola.  Thank you

for the excellent article.
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

P1zer controls who gets it, and where it goes, and you can't help another country unless P1zer says so. So P1zer rules... and are not

responsible for themselves.  Why are we falling for this irresponsible lack of integrity?
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Universal Deathcare - WooHoo! Yay Humans, you've done it again!
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Joined On 2/11/2017 8:23:23 PM
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"Three action items Malone took home from the International COVID Summit are the importance of optimizing vitamin D levels; you

don’t have to live in fear; and 1nd a doctor who will give you early treatment for COVID-19 if you test positive." I just want to thank you,

Dr. Mercola, for having the courage to continue to share this information with us. Thanks to you I knew about the importance of vitamin

D and nebulizing the food grade peroxide mixture- which helped me immensely!!!

And thank you to the helpful readers here who gave me the names of places where I could possibly get early treatment, because my

doctors didn't want to do anything for me unless I needed hospitalization. I had Covid for three weeks in October and at 1rst thought I

had walking pneumonia because the rapid test came back negative. I had pain in the middle of my lungs and so much sticky mucus! I

am a teacher and most of my colleagues had recently been vaccinated due to the mandates, I know I got it from work- as the article

states, the vaccinated are probably super spreaders. But that's ok, I fought it and I am blessed to have Mercola- and his wise readers!! I

don't have to live in fear of this virus.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sticky mucus and pain in middle of lungs? School teacher? Sounds exactly like you had bad bronchitis infection. Had these a lot

30 yrs ago. So why do you assume it was so-called “covid?”
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dca1277, most healthy people don't get bronchitis for no reason. Most of the time, Bronchitis is a secondary infection that occurs

after catching a cold or Uu. Most people who get Covid-19 never have any symptoms and the ones that do get symptoms have

pneumonia or bronchitis. I had the same thing happen to me in Jan 2020. I got a very mild case of bronchitis for no reason. It's

been over 30 years since I got bronchitis. I quit getting bronchitis after I stopped getting FLU VACCINES in 1990.
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PetRock2.0
Joined On 10/14/2021 8:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, as some have said, the cycles in the PCR test are an issue.  But a bigger issue is that the PCR test can only show that there is a

particle in the body.  Nothing else.  It cannot show that the particle caused the symptoms.  As an aside, I think when whoever wrote this

article listened to the video, they wrote this wrong: "The social contract will be rendered a sundry."   It should be "rendered asunder."
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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I'm afraid of living in a medical dictatorship forever. I'm scared to death to be honest. And mad as heck at the willful stupidity and

incessant denial of those who insist such evil at such high levels does not exist. They are hopeless and maybe humanity deserves to go

extinct because of such massive sloth and cowardice. Shame on everyone!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all

liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with 1re and brimstone: which is the second death.

Revelation 21:8
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not so convinced when Jan and Feb 22 comes around people will "wake up" and realize they have been duped. Remember he who

controls the narrative controls AND SO SO MANY simply will buy in to the next booster and then the next thinking its just what they

need. and we know the puppet in Washington will continue to blame the non injected for the chaos. The mass psychosis is set deep

now for these lost souls. Hope I am wrong...
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AndymAndym
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Add as Friend  Send Message

“… as the shots’ effectiveness continues to wane…” Why do people continue to act as though the jabs were EVER effective at preventing

transmission? The truth, as we all know by now, is that they weren’t designed, tested, or proven to do that.
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They (those people) simply lost all ability to use their god given critical thinking ability and simply trusted. Blind trust is probably

the most dangerous thing on earth
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The scary thing is often times these very same people come back for more or trust the very same people or agencies spewing

their agenda of lies
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Right.  "Its effectiveness at preventing symptoms if you survive the 1rst few weeks continues to wane" would be a more accurate

way of stating it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of the "vaccines", this story appeared in my e-mail yesterday evening.  Naturally, it needs to be corroborated, but if true, will

unleash a tsunami of repercussions...www.conservativebeaver.com/2021/11/05/ceo-of-p1zer-arrested-charged-w..
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Perhaps Malone is trying not to enrage the powers that be - I don't know. My concern about him is that he plants falsehoods. In this

piece he's planted the idea the gain of function research was real but oops it escaped and now our guilt ridden oTcials are clumsily

putting it back in the box. Except, their actions and the evidence point to an elaborate and ongoing plan to intentionally harm as many

as possible with the shots while crashing economies and destroying small businesses, farmers and banks. This is no accident. Also,

government has no business endorsing any medical procedure or product. Our Constitution does not give the federal government that

authority. Yet after all the abuse we've seen, the conUicts of interest and chronic illness in our children , Malone proposes splitting CDC

into research and promotion. I'm just not buying him. If you look at the "helpful" things he says, you'll notice he's just parroting others,

not really sticking his neck out with new information.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t know - were the two who quit the FDA the ones he reached out to?  Would it be surprising?  He’s in a position of having to

be very delicate about the way he approaches this … who knows?  Maybe those who are pro will open their ears and hear what

he’s saying because their mentality gets shut down the minute they hear something opposing their personal narratives of what

they’ve been brainwashed with.
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How about his suggestion that children with underlying conditions have the jab and the elderly too. Either he's playing safe NOT

to cross the higher echelons by implying that the jab is ok BUT as we ALL know that is not true. Therefore, people should make

up their own mind and exercise their free choice (to have or not the jab). Fishy.
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vimeo.com/.../c71175bb97  South Australian Nurse whistleblower but will anyone listen
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The website that Malone has set up is https://globalCovidSummit.org/    You can't 1nd it thru google (no surprise there). I found it thru

duckgo...google wont' let you comment that info on YT either, (again no surprise)...you get the odious "returned error" msg if you try to

post
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MaryRN
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At least here we can hear something other than the media whitewash of the Covid Jab, I work in LTC and at my facility we are having a

outbreak of Covid, all of whom were vaccinated, including what we have determined to be the initial case, we do have one unvaccinated

individual who has Covid, but that person was hospitalized during the initial case of course the MD is ordering Regeneron infusions for

all his patients.
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I think that by causing confusion among the general population with decisions that don't make any sense it will cause a certain number

of people to not want to be jabbed. Those main ones in authority will win either way. Most who get the jab will be dead or debilitated.

Those who don't get the job will be arrested and sent to detention camps where they can be destroyed, as was done in the Hitler regime,

also at the same time in Russia, by Great Britain in the Boer war, in the USA against the native Americans, etc, etc, etc. History does

repeat itself. And when you're looked upon as the underdog or viewed by a more powerful entity that looks upon you as garbage, then

they will go to great extents to get rid of you.
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If I recall, my mother, when she was alive, she got covid vaccinate. She got Covid illness anyways, and ended up dying. I don't know if it's

worth getting the vaccine or not.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

A booster dose for adults at high risk of infection. That just does not make sense. The vaccines do not provide protection, period.

Rather use Iverm plus!
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I do believe that it’s the vaccinated spreading the virus in larger numbers now. I have two friends in London UK who’ve both waited 3.5

days to get tested. One visited a restaurant for dinner, two pubs and met work colleagues for lunch in a cafe. The other had her 3rd AZ

10 days before feeling unwell. She went to a boot camp class in a relatively small room one day, pilates class the next day, to a movie

and the shops. Both tested positive. One of them was actually laughing about it and then proceeded to tell me that England needs vax

pass to stop the s-read and to reward the vaxxed. She also thinks it’s necessary for climate change. I think the drugs are making people

really stupid.
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We need to have a transcription of Dr. Malone´s interview so we can spread the word.  Can you publish a transcription?
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Dr. Lorraine Day stated the PCR Test is the jab.  They have found graphene oxide at the tip of these q-tip tests.  Your employer can

"screen" you (ask questions), allowed by the CDC.  You can ask for a screening via the fake pcr test.  They have to accommodate you.

 Invoke your religious exemption (moral and ethical held beliefs, like the strong belief not to put anything into your body that can

potentially harm you).  Go to:  TheHealthyAmerican.org and get the forms, watch the vids and get up to speed on what our

constitutional rights are, along with Federal and state laws protecting each individual.  They are fear-mongering, lying bullies.  Watch for

the little red cabala bracelets... these people worship the fallen created angel lucifer.  They are blinded to the truth and can't even speak

it.  Devil possession is still going on to this day.  People of The Word:  Know it, obey it and share it.  Watch and pray because your

redemption draws near!
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If you've been tested, nose swabbed, you've been infested with nanoweapons, get ye some ivermectin asap.
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MarcusSpeer
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Dr Malone is still recommending that folk in high risk groups should still get jabbed, however, surely that is on the premise, they haven't

already had covid and recovered - in which case they will have good natural immunity and then can 1ght any future infection with just

the early treatment/ prophylaxis protocols
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the early treatment/ prophylaxis protocols
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a fantastic interview, but I sometimes couldn't concentrate on what Dr Malone was saying as I 1nd Dr. Erin's eyes totally mesmerising lol
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola and staff for sharing this interview with Dr. Malone.  Personally, I am not convinced that vaccines can be made

"safe"   Sorry, I just don't see it.  But I appreciate hearing these discussions.    I agree that getting out and getting vit. D  from the sun is

important.  Injesting it,  is another question.  Where the source is from    another question.  Too many supplements at the walmart

stores are made in china.   gotta wonder.     from what?   Thanks again.
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Great article, hopes and prayers for all of us, keep 1ghting, keep sharing, keep educating... God bless.
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I think Dr Malone is holding back on the real purpose of the shots: population reduction. They are the dream-come-true for Bill Gates

and all eugenicists.
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michael2020
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IT'S POSSIBLE THAT AS MUCH AS 50% OF THOSE VACCINATED DID SO AGAINST THEIR BETTER JUDGEMENT AND UNDER DURRES.

IT'S NOT 50/50, IT'S 75% AGAINST AND 25% IN FAVOR.
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WHO IN HISTORY WAS A STONE COLD CRIMINAL, HAD A BOOK WRITTEN ABOUT THEM, AND DIDN'T GET INDICTED?
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A DECISION THAT GOES AGAINST THE ADVISORY GROUPS IS "AMA" - AGAINST MEDICAL ADVICE. THE ADVISORY GROUPS ARE

DOCTORS AND SCIENTISTS AND THE ADMINISTRATION ARE NOT REALLY PRACTICING DOCTORS SO WE COULD CALL THIS "AMA"
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Exclusively intended to exacerbate the plandemic-scamdemic.  That was and is the idea, right?
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"at which point people will have to come to terms with the fact that they’ve been misled" ...maybe... I think it is more likely that anyone

who dies will be marked differently.. If they got vaccinated they died because heart this liver that.. or because the unvaccinated

blahblah. If you are not vaccinated.. it won't be that gunshot that killed you. It will go down as covid. And with media running cover for

it.. I think it is totally possible many people will never wake up. They already got caught doing a similar thing with the PCR test.. running

it more times (false positive) for the unvaccinated.
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The sad thing here in Australia, is no doctor will give you early treatment. No doctor will give an exemption until after you’ve had a

severe side affect. In QLD if you fall ill and see a doctor within the two weeks quarantine period you are arrested and sent to jail for

6months.. they want you to be hospitalised, and those that are unjabbed are put on ventilators while the jabbed are given treatment with

Ivamectin... we have more deaths by every other means everyday than Covid and still we are told to all be jabbed by 31st December, I’m

in WA and had 0 community transmition for 20months but still under a state of emergency?

Told once we get to 70% jabbed rate we will be back to normal- then 80% - then 90% now 95%... don’t know where they’re getting their

numbers from as half the population doesn’t want it or getting it and are standing down from their jobs, the government plans to bring

in Chinese workers to 1ll vacant positions once they open up in January... watch us get slaughtered as they have already begun military

roll outs in the aboriginal communities, they’re after the original custodians of the land to rid the country of so China can move in... the

writing is on the wall and 2022 is going to be a dangerous year of protestors being murdered as live rounds will be issued and no longer

rubber bullets.
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premiademar14
Joined On 6/22/2008 7:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

karacolman thanks for the comment, we Aussies are sitting ducks, they took away our guns on a huge lie. A massacre occurred, like

Oswald, they blamed the wrong person, he is in jail, the shots and accuracy  were done by a professional, that guy could never have

done so. But here we are, once again conned by the  government, it happen 25 years ago. Port Arthur,Tasmania.
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larry_e
Joined On 9/3/2012 1:49:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Part of what I am hearing here is how people in the "free" countries got blindsided by this crackdown, while people who have seen it

before were not so surprised. I wasn't surprised, either, but perhaps this is because I have been involved in "fringe" subjects (including

anti-psychiatry) that have been dismissed, criticized and gaslighted for decades. So, here in the "free" countries, this is our biggest

challenge: Just to confront the fact that our historically-cherished liberties are indeed under attack, and have been for years, in fact.
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picture111
Joined On 10/5/2021 7:44:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NSW of Australia news brie1ng, 140 of the 141 hospitalized are Fully vaccinated, the other one is also jabbed once.

brandnewtube.com/watch/141-people-in-hospital-with-quot-covid-quot-140..
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My sister and I had Chicken Pox, Measles and Whooping Cough, in that order over a few years and neither of us had any negative

effects from this afterwards.  When Polio arrived there were many children in England harmed by the vaccine for Polio.  My parents had

the good sense to keep my sister and I away from it with no immunization.  When we came to Canada people here thought it was odd

that we weren’t vaccinated for Polio.  We never worried about it.  We all had the necessary inoculations to emigrate; we also emigrated

to the states.  I was old enough then to 1nd it very funny you had to promise on the application forms to the US that you wouldn’t

undertake prostitution for 1nancial income.  

I’m very familiar with the intrinsic qualities of the Brits, Canadians and Americans.  I was very shocked in sociology class in Canada,

when it was suggested the WWII was nothing more than a social experiment.  Because when you’ve grown up with people who survived

that war you know and understand the horrifying aspects of it.  I 1nd that what’s happening now is similar in many ways to WWII, but it’s

not as blatant, in your face, no signals to go to the bomb shelters.  Psych-ops are like this.  But this fact seems to escape so many it

amazes me.  This is an excellent article and please note that Dr. Mercola, as usual, cites all his sources.  You can re-check his 1ndings

easily.  Not something you can do with the psych-op material. Thanks again to Barb from western Canada for forwarding this to me.

 She’s a bright spark! goldenageofgaia.com/2021/07/27/delta-variant-natural-immunity-700-bett..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"Company That Managed P1zer Vaccine Trial Sites ‘Falsi1ed Data’: Whistleblower"

science.thewire.in/the-sciences/company-that-managed-p1zer-vaccine-tr..
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remain 1rm, our vindication is at hand.
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eur2454
Joined On 6/25/2015 5:29:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"... you don’t have to live in fear. Find a doctor who will give you early treatment for COVID-19 if you TEST POSITIVE". Well, the above

statement from this Article is, unfortunately somewhat misleading, basically because the most common COVID Test, the RT-PCR , is

unable to show that you have ANY ILLNESS whatsoever. This is not an opinion, as the inventor of this Test said so and even Chief

Dis-Info OTcer, Dr. Fauci, claimed that any RT-PCR Test performed above 27 Cycles of Ampli1cation ( the FDA instructed labs to use 40

cycles ), was useless in diagnosing COVID-19. Multiple other Scientists agree that this RT- PCR Test has been used intentionally to

bolster or inUate "COVID CASE NUMBERS",  thereby creating a false epidemic. Essentially, what we have is a manufactured Pandemic of

False-Positive test Cases... millions of people with no COVID Symptoms whatsoever, living in fear and isolation.

Now, after billions of experimental Inoculations worldwide, and millions of adverse effects ( including Deaths ) we are seeing the results

of the largest Scam in history. At it's core, this Agenda, the so-called Great Reset is a multifaceted , and Evil restructuring of Society, a

tool for authoritarian technocratic control, and worst of all a plan to depopulate the planet. of what the controllers refer to as "Useless

Eaters". COVID = Certi1cate Of Vaccination I.D. Those who survive the COVID mRNA Vaccine Branding will become slaves to the New

World Order. The rest, those who perish either as a direct or indirect result of the Jabs, will just be numbers in the planned Culling of the

herd.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Robert Malone says, "... people are going to have to come to terms with the fact that they've been misled".  Maybe the "inversion" we

live in will be righted.  David Icke is well aware of the inversion factor. The Revolution that Will Change Everything.  Revolution of

Perception.  5 minutes with David Icke.  www.youtube.com/watch
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Vaccine Enterprise".......what this Dr said  4:09 minutes into this video..... Money talks..Eh....... Just keep Rolling Up Dem sleeves"""

 $19.50 a Jab times 3......means every person is worth $60  times 6 billion....yeah P1zer is doing more that "ChokinDaChicken" for a bit

of Coffee  money.. 6,000,000,000 times $60 = 36 billion $$$.........my that is a more than ChumpChange  Eh ???   I'm  Canadian  so I can

say Eh..Eh...
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Plandemic Reign of Terror Exposed in 41 minutes: www.brighteon.com/9ef5f676-9e8a-45f0-9d54-24d2437f9536  Understand "their

language" & reject using it as a 1rst major step in destroying the narrative: 1) "Pandemic" = "THE PROBLEM". Chicken Little's "the sky is

falling". Fear campaign using medical tyranny as the 'bogey man'. Use words & phrases like "REIGN OF TERROR, MEDICAL TYRANNY,

FAKE SCIENCE, SCAM, FRAUD, PLANDEMIC, FEARMONGERING, ETC".

2) "Get tested, lockdown, masks, social distance" = "THE REACTION". Build more fear & spread fear to others. Use words like

"SUBJUGATION, ASSAULT, ABUSE, THEFT, ALIENATION, DESTRUCTION, HEARTLESS, ENSLAVEMENT, SEGRAGATION, DIVIIDE &

CONQUER, MUZZLE, UNLAWFUL, IMPRISONMENT, COERCION, CRUELTY, BRAINWASHING, MANIPULATION, TYRANNY,

TOTALITARIANISM, DEHUMANIZATION, ETC".

3) "Get vaccinated" = "THE SOLUTION". Only one way forward & "we will save you" & "you will continue to require being saved into

perpetuity". Use words like "LETHAL INJECTION, DEATH SHOT, DEATH CULT, MURDER, RAPE, INHUMANE, FASCISM, MORBID,

PSYCHOPATHIC, SATANISM, ETC.   4) "Pandemic of the unvaccinated" = "WE"RE COMING FOR THE CHILDREN". Be aware of their clever

wordsmithing, obfuscation, deception, & double-speak. Since children make up the majority of the "unvaxxed", this is the group that

they are targeting.

When "everything is, as I say it is" is the de facto global order of the psychopathic levers of power and under the total control of

government, corporations, technocracies, NGO's, special interest groups, huge philanthropic ("for the common good") organizations,

pseudo-science, et al, coupled with boot-licking pravda media, no debate, no questioning, no alternative ideas, mass censorship, &

tyrannical anti-freedom, anti-human diktats, mandates, orders, acts, measures, etc., one must realize that there is only one way out -

TRUTH, and to start acting in alignment with TRUTH, without compromise.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is truth?

Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me.

John 14:6

Sanctify them through thy truth: thy word is truth.

John 17:17

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All

things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made. In him was life; and the life was the light of

men. And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended it not. He was in the world, and the world was made by

him, and the world knew him not. He came unto his own, and his own received him not. But as many as received him, to them

gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his name: which were born, not of blood, nor of the will

of the Uesh, nor of the will of man, but of God. And the Word was made Uesh, and dwelt among us, (and we beheld his glory, the

glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth. For the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by

Jesus Christ.

John 1:1-5,10-14,17

Everyone who rejects Jesus, rejects Truth. And this is what will happen to those who reject truth:

and with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they

might be saved. And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that they all might be

damned who believed not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness.

2 Thessalonians 2:10-12
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Carlin warned "they" are coming for your Social Security. If they just took it away people would revolt. On the other hand,

murdering old folks is the perfect solution. Jab 'em, get paid...hospitalize them...get paid...ventilate them...get paid...kill them...no more

Social Security. Then, again, maybe I'm just a conspiracy wingnut.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is funny...I had a similar thought early in the pandemic when it was overwhelmingly old people who were dying...that,

however tragic in other ways, it would be an exceptional boon for failing Social Security schemes around the world.  

We have since heard that COVID has shortened life expectance in the US.  Has anyone seen any statistics on how it has helped

defer the bankruptcy of Social Security?
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Walensky, Gates, and Fauci need to be dealt with in the same manner that was decided upon for Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

High risk need to be safe by nutrition. 2 is enough and more are dangerous for me.
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mar1128
Joined On 5/7/2017 9:21:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So sad that Dr. Malone had decided that he invented a monster. Now they have the mRNA there is no telling what they will do with it.

You can bet that there will be a new and improved virus invented yearly.
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm between a rock and a hard place. Get the booster and maybe suffer the consequences; or don't get it and maybe get long covid or

die from the virus. I got the 1rst two jabs and feel ok for now, but who know what's coming. Maybe the new treatment pills they're

talking about is the best hope, but it's not available yet and what are the side affects of those?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No one dies from Covid-19. They die from underlying conditions, malnutrition, and lack of early treatment. I wouldn't take

anything P1zer or Merk has made since 1984 much less another drug for Covid-19 they just pulled out their @zz. Have your

bloodwork done and see if you are low in anything. If you are low in iron you are especially vulnerable to these vaccines as they

are known to lower your blood platelets.  Make sure Vit-D is over 60. Taking a Zinc ionophore will help get zinc into your cells.

Zinc is the best antiviral. The more you can absorb into your cells the better. You have to have high blood serum Zinc levels for an

ionophore to help you any. To raise blood serum levels of Zinc you must consume it with high quality protein. The easiest way to

achieve this is by eating oysters. One 4oz serving of oysters provides you with nearly 50mg of bioavailable Zinc. The best Zinc

ionophores are Hydroxychloriquine (HCQ) and Ivermectin. If you can't get either of those you can buy a supplement called

Quercetin that's supposed to be as good as HCQ for getting Zinc into the cells.  If you get a lung infection you need to nebulize

H2O2. You can buy the nebulizer and 3% Pharmaceutical Grade H2O2 off AMAZON. Never take anything containing

Pseudoephedrine (PDN). This drug causes the mucus to coagulate (gell/thicken) which is the worst thing you can do. This is

what will cause a case of bronchitis to turn into pneumonia. You want an expectorant like Mucinex that will thin the mucus. You

must read the label! Most of the OTC cold/Uu medications that contain the main active ingredient in Mucinex (guaifenesin) also

contain PDN. Make sure the expectorant you buy only contains Guaifenesin as the active ingredient. If you feel like the mucus is

coagulating you can take a 1.5oz shot of 80 proof liquor 1 hour after taking the guaifenesin. This should keep your lungs from

failing from pneumonia and keep you from hospitalization.
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks to me like if someone’s out to destroy Christianity and every civilization connected to that. Wake up, you know who.
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governments are traitors to the people.  They're not above the law, certainly not of God's law.... 'Do not kill.' Man made virus meant to

harm the human population of Earth. Governments need to stand up and stop this.  We are called to brave and bold or fall under

communist like

control like China.  They are pushing the gene therapy it has little to do with the virus.
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Comirnaty does not have EUA liability shielding, whereas the EUA P1zer shot does." Dr Malone.  Please update your facts on this point

which you have stated in several articles.  ALL vaccines are protected from liability.  Some states may allow limited liab but historically

dont.  Both versions have liability protection simply because they are both vaccines.The Big Pharma remains nearly fully protected from

all adverse affects of their vax and only payouts are from a small fund that will go bankrupt anyway.  Read:

www.law.cornell.edu/.../300aa-22
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM
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Technically none of these mRNA vaccines should be called vaccines since they are actual Gene therapy. Therein lie the

possibilities of future prosecution
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have some ongoing  problems, here, with this article. First, there is no such thing as “asymptomatic carriers.” You have an infection,

your body’s immune system knocks it out at the start, or it expresses illness. So how can there be symptom-free jabbed spreaders?

Anyone? Also, Dr. Malone states that if you get a respiratory illness, don’t assume it’s convid, but get tested. By what legitimate test, the

fraudulent PCR? There Are no de1nitive tests for this. And what exactly is it anyway? No one has been able to answer my question yet.

Is it respiratory/Uu/GI or a clotting vascular disease. Has it Ever truly scienti1cally been isolated and proven by Koch’s Postulate or

Rivers Postulate? Anyone?
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This should’ve been called out long ago when we knew in 2020 the PCR test was Uawed. Google “New York Times August 29

2020, think you might have Covid, you probably don’t.” Perhaps Melone meant having a PCR test set for a normal cycle threshold

of 25 and no higher. You know these bastards were setting it up to 35 and 40 to pick up everything contaminations you name it

producing 97% false positives.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the "experts" and including doctors like  Dr. Peter McCullough, who are investigating the side effects of these

vaccines, you have no symptoms when you 1rst get infected with Sars-Cov-2. It takes up to 5 days before you even test positive

after coming in contact. That's why you have to wait at least 3 days after con1rming contact and then you have to quarantine for

14 days.  The symptoms of covid-19 are supposedly the delayed immune response that occurs after the virus has already

infected the cells, replicated, and got neutralized. By the time you have symptoms (lung infection) you are no longer infectious.

"Viral Fragments" are supposedly what causes symptoms. So, if all of this is true, only asymptomatic people spread the infection.

If these vaccines do what they are advertised to do which is reduce symptoms then you are going to have mostly people that are

vaccinated SPREADING the virus. These vaccines don't neutralize the virus or prevent the spread of it. They just reduce

symptoms. Flu spreads much in the same way. By the time you have symptoms of Uu you probably are nearly over the actual viral

infection. Your symptoms are caused by the aftermath of the infection.
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rbagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd have to say the numbers of hospitalized and deaths among the vaccinated are much higher than the CDC's October 12th data.

Remember, folks are only called vaccinated if they have had both shots and more than two weeks has gone by since their second shot.

Otherwise, all those people within two weeks or who have only one shot HAVE been vaccinated, but the CDC and media report them as

if they have NO shots. Recently, as the numbers of vaccinated hospitalizations/deaths have gone up, the CDC has rede1ned vaccinated

as having, not only the two shots, but the 1rst booster shot as well! So, now, if you've had your two shots more than two weeks ago but

haven't had your booster shot, they call you UNvaccinated.
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BBQandDonuts
Joined On 7/27/2013 1:31:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you say to get tested for Covid, what test will accurately diagnose the infection?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is none! They can only verify that you were infected and not that you have an active infection. That test is very sketchy. You

can put a drop of water on the test swab and the PCR test will give a false positive. It's a total joke.
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Sminkly
Joined On 5/5/2020 4:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When is someone squizing that Fauci Monster and some of his  ompanions so hard and bad in a big Press Roller til He tells the truth

because he knows where it came from,what are the ingredients.. The same time you torture them give them every 10 minutes one of

those great injections.
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mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At the end of the day, Malone wa�es because he has a foot on each side, when asked, "have you ever seen anything like this before" he

answers, no ! Of course Because it is a scam, planned to spread ar 2 events, Wuhan military parades November 2019, Chinese New

Year, China February 2020. Too obvious 

🙄
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nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no good intent to this fake vaccine and this fake pandemic.  This was planned to reduce the population by 75% around the

world.  The plan is to enslave those who remain. It is totally deliberate. Anthony Fauci is a hardened criminal who thinks he's god.  He is

pure evil to the core. I cannot fathom the ignorance world wide and the amount of brainwashing that has gone on.  The few world

leaders who knew this was a criminal act conveniently were murdered.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot know it's a criminal act and support it for $$$$$$. "We're in this together." Say the demagogues and ma1a style behemoths

around the world.
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kathrynvaliquette
Joined On 9/14/2016 3:50:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really good article, Dr M. Thank you!
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insightfully reassuring, and that the ones dedicated to dismantle a NWO are genuine and are the light of hope and world to come.

 Divine intervention welcomed and greatly required. This is not a drill!   Ps. FJB   #FREEJUSTICEBLINDNESS
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AureliaOana
Joined On 8/25/2008 10:57:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, YOU ARE PERFECTLY RIGHT, I doubt this guy is true to us...
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che6583
Joined On 7/27/2015 5:23:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting discourse tonight amongst the usual commenters. I’m wondering if both P1zer’s and Merck’s new oral antiviral “early

treatment” drugs will bring any relief to the vaccine mandates. Also, I wonder if their formulations are a form of Ivermectin under a

slightly different patent, and at a cost of 20 times that of a Ivermectin. It would be the typical “pro1ts before people” mantra, and an

“end around” the admission that Ivermectin actually works. Maybe the new drugs can be reverse engineered to 1nd out. Maybe the

good doctors at the City of Hope cancer centers can do that. But the mere fact that early treatment is even being discussed by the US

government, the CDC and the drug giants is a sign that our collective message and beliefs are being heard.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The day prior to the announcement of pills by P1zer I watched a video of a Russian doctor... she said pills would be out shortly

and there will be lots of hype.... and she warned "do not fall for the hype, do not take them, they are a test to 1nd immortality for

themselves".
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Hopeful_One
Joined On 11/8/2016 7:27:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CDC: the new N*z** who have thrown out the Nuremberg Code and are a bunch of criminals simply waiting for the 2nd Nuremberg

Trials to bring them to justice and execution.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But as Dr Malone just said in this video "the problem is the law is so slow"
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chinook1ptd.net
Joined On 2/8/2021 6:52:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Population control ??
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The plan is that the vaccinated will blame the un-vaccinated and create a greater riff and even a war between the two groups. I also

read that much of this was because of bill gates fear that we (the human race) have overpopulated the planet and that they (the elite)

must thin out the ranks at any cost. Gates also believes that it is their obligation to go ahead with this plan.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tempting as it is to write some of the vaxxed off, we should try to help those who regret getting the jab. More will. I found out

ozone therapy is helping with the spike proteins.  orthomolecular.org/.../v17n24.shtml
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and now he's talking about overdosing on vitamin d.  he's believing his lying colleagues.  Why doesn't he know about the guy who

started feeling funny after 7 month.  He thought he was taking 50,000 iu a day,  he found out that the person who prepared it screwed

up.  he had been taking 1 million units a day for 7 months,  the solution? stop for a bit. quit wasting money on doctors.  just take 50,000

units a day and you should be 1ne.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not without K2 and Boron!!! Always the 3 together ...otherwise you risk calci1cation issues! D uploads calcium but cannot place

it in the bones etc ...Boron does that! Personally I am looking at a sun lamp ... much better than attempting to absorb orally!
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lindalonia
Joined On 4/22/2009 11:50:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@steve49car Have you found a good sun lamp that is not LED?  LEDs are harmful to your eyesight.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lindalonia:  Here is a link to the infrared lamp bulb that I use. It is not LED, and it is given 1ve stars by 80% of the over 1,300

reviewers. I have used it for over a week, and it has taken away nearly all the soreness and pain that has plagued my lower back

for years. I suggest you also buy the lamp that the bulb 1ts into that is listed as "frequently purchased together." If you are going

to use it also directly on your face, I also suggest you buy the goggles speci1cally sold for that purpose.

www.amazon.com/RubyLux-NIR-Near-Infrared-Grade/dp/B00N4JE9U6/ref=sr_1_..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

le berger, do you really want people to have kidney stones? Thanks a lot. Either you are paid to post that, or you are ignorant.

Either way, don't post.
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Raz1
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Does anyone know who funds or controls the Healthline? They are reporting that it’s the unvax’d that are increasing the chances of

more variants. www.healthline.com/health-news/unvaccinated-people-are-increasing-the-..
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STOP reading them
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Raz1
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I’m not reading them. I’m in a debate about this topic and someone has posted this as evidence to support their argument. I

know Healthline is following the MSM narrative therefore the well is poisoned and I want to support my claim with some

evidence. Do you know who’s behind Healthline and what ties they have to Government, Big Tech and Big Pharma?
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Medline gets 14 million from Investor Growth Capital and 95 million from Summit Partners. "A global alternative investment 1rm."
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Raz1, Sars-Cov-2 is made up of 26 different proteins. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7224694  Scroll down to "Questions about

Sars-Cov-2" and go to question #6. The reason these mRNA jabs are CAUSING mutations is because they target just ONE

PROTEIN! The spike protein is the only protein these jabs target. This makes it extremely easy for the virus to mutate to the point

it escapes the antibodies you are producing. That's what happened with the Delta variant. The virus mutated the spike protein

just enough that the antibodies produced for the original variant are no longer capable of neutralizing the virus.

If you were to get a real vaccine you would have an immune response to most of the proteins on the virus. This makes it next to

impossible for the virus to mutate enough to escape the neutralizing antibodies. Of course, natural infection provides the

strongest immune response because your immune system now will recognize all 26 proteins. The other thing that GOES

AGAINST the science is vaccinating during a pandemic. This has long been considered the BEST way to create mutations. SO,

you make a vaccine that only targets 4% of the proteins of the virus and inject the population in the middle of a pandemic and

you get MILLIONS of variants! A few of those million variants make it to the majority of the population, rendering the vaccines

useless.
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So is Medline the same company as Healthline?
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I read a lot of comments about high Vit C dosage. This is great but please do not harm yourself - taking so much can affect your bowels

(correct me if I'm wrong). Swap "ascorbic acid" for "magnesium ascorbate powder" and mix it with water. It is true its really hard to

overdose wit C as its water soluble so you will simply pee it out but you don't want to be taking so much 1000mg tablets if your aim is to

take 5/10/15g of vit C a day. Swap for magnesium ascorbate and split dosages for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Ideally 2g, 2g, 2g (1g of

magnesium ascorbate powder is 820mg of vitamin C so 6g of powder will give you around 5g of vit C at the end of the day) Great book

talking about this is "Staying Alive in Toxic Times"
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The only MD I ever trusted was Robert Cathcart who developed the bowel tolerance limit protocol for Vitamin C.  Walking into his

oTce the 1rst time he said to me,  "If you want a good bedside manner, go somewhere else. If you want to get healthy, stay." MY

KIND OF DOC!  He's gone but here's his protocol orthomolecular.org/.../1981-v10n02-p125.pdf     Bottom line: every person will

have a different need based on their particular biological terrain at the time. No dosage is perfect for everyone.
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When you get diarrhea from Vitamin C, it just means that your body is saturated with it and all you need to do is reduce the dose

until it resolves.  You are not being poisoned by it.
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Duc, Mnpearl is correct about this. There's no 1xed dose for anyone. If your body is heavily in need of vitamin C you can take a lot

more before you get the runs. And all the supposed overdose is doing anyway, is letting your body excrete toxins through the

large intestine so you are actually doing a cleanse. For everyone, in no matter what state of health,  one of those cleanses is

probably a good thing. So there is no dangerous level vitamin C. After you 1nd your bowel tolerance level you can of course stay

below that. I take about 3 grams of powdered sodium ascorbate in the morning and again in the evening. I never exceed bowel

tolerance with that dosage. www.drrusselljaffe.com/c-cleanse-different  

Otherwise, you are correct! The easiest way to take these high doses is with the powdered form of either sodium ascorbate or

magnesium ascorbate. I have been doing this for about 18 months almost everyday, ever since I 1rst heard about Covid. I have

experienced both the original strain, and the Delta variant, and my maximum time with symptoms was 24 hours, and the

minimum time was 6 hours. Both occurrences were overcome with more often doses of vitamin C, accompanied with vitamin D,

zinc, and melatonin. In  these cases I took the additional nutrients about every 4 hours.
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Just eat chili peppers. One chili pepper has 182% of your daily allowance of Vit-C. No supplements needed, just real food.

nutritiondata.self.com/facts/vegetables-and-vegetable-products/2767/2
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truth11.com/2019/11/06/senior-darpa-scientist-warns-of-widespread-leth..
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the Invasion of the Body Snatchers has come to town
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People are going to get the virus?  I thought there was NO VIRUS???   So what are they coming down with??
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Spiked proteins. That's real.
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we are coming down with inUuenza plus a huge amount of FEAR!!
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Maybe the Uu? After all it seems to have disappeared according the WHO. How about respiratory issues caused by the masks?

Which "they" know and it is part of the plan. How about respiratory issues caused by major pollution? How about toxic exposure

to 5G RADIATION? How about toxic exposure to DRUGS? How about toxic exposure to ROUNDUP on your food? How about...hell

the list is ENDLESS of what they could be coming down with.

My wife just came down with something. I think it was a CLEANSING that manifested itself in FLU symptoms. She had been

drinking 32 ounces of pure celery juice for a week. Then she switched to 16 ounces and then all of a sudden BOOM, snot,

headaches, weakness, almost vomiting, loss of appetite, fever...well GOLLY GEE I told her. Seems like your celery juice CLEANSE

is working!!!  I sleep in the same bed with her, right around her coughing, sneezing and blowing her nose. Kissing her on the

lips...I have been "exposed" to her every day since she got "it" and have had NO reactions what so ever. IT'S THE TERRAIN! She is

CLEANSING her body of TOXINS and the celery juice was the catalyst.
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The Vatican was taken over by satin worshiping pedophiles a long time ago. Numerous people have been warning us for a long time

about what has been happening, and what will happen! Theses people have insisted it is 1lled with evil off world entities from orion and

their human minions that have been plotting to destroy man kind since recorded time. Read the old testament and do some research.
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The Vatican always was a cesspool of wickedness. Revelation 17 - clearly shows us that The Great Whore of Babylon who rides

the 7 headed 10 horned Beast is The Vatican.

The beast represents the New World Order.

And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth. And the woman

which thou sawest is that great city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth.

Revelation 17:9,18
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we could only get by the brain washed BS. Malone is part of the problem. Sure the mRNA "vaccine" is a major issue and may be the

ONLY issue. Putting poison in your body has detrimental results. As for the "virus" that it is supposed to be stopping...that is utter

nonsense. There are no "viruses". PERIOD. NONE. No virus has EVER BEEN ISOLATED OR PURIFIED. NONE. ZERO. ZILCH. Virus Mania

3rd edition proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that Dr. Mercola is WRONG. Malone is WRONG and anyone who brings  up VIRUSES is

WRONG.  nomorefakenews.com blows the whole "VIRUS" and "Vaccine" scam to pieces. IF THE GERM THEORY WERE TRUE, NO ONE

WOULD BE ALIVE TO BELIEVE IT! It's the TERRAIN people. YOU ARE THE TERRAIN. Stick a needle with CRAP in it in your body, and you

may...DIE, END UP PARALYZED, END UP DEBILITATED, END UP WITH ISSUES FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. There is no VIRUS and the

"VACCINE" IS THE PROBLEM! Flu has DISAPPEARED which is a toxic cleansing and CONVID 1984 has taken it's place.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have evidence that covid was sprayed via aircraft in the upper atmosphere ... that such activity is ongoing along with other toxic

immune defeating substances!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

aerial bombardment is like instant infection ~ sounds like the pathological mind of the Snake in action
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who is "we" and where is the evidence? The concept is possible although may not have been necessary. In the name of

bio-warfare, either covid as a transmissible disease or simply the spike proteins may have been distributed at the World Military

Games Oct 2019 in Wuhan...
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you provide a link? Besides, viruses don't survive outside a cell for very long. It's why the massive disinfecting campaigns are

so ridiculous. Viruses don't live on surfaces. Viruses don't spread very well outdoors due to the huge amounts of fresh air

movement. Any plane trying to do a air dispersal would fail for that reason. By the time any of the viruses reached ground level

they would already be dead.
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BernadetteGately
Joined On 9/18/2006 7:41:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please Doctor Mercola, can you advise a somewhat coerced female septuagenarian what to do health wise now that I have had two

Astra Zeneca jabs? Apologies if this has already been covered in previous comments of the 270 ones posted so far. Can i now

somehow "take control of my health?" Thank you
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not Dr. Mercola, but can tell you from experience that the worst thing you can do is panic.  Be concerned, not worried, and

seek out help from the FLCCC Alliance and America's Front Line Doctors. covid19criticalcare.com  americasfrontlinedoctors.org
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presence1st
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

anyone know optimum vit d level for african americans, or is it the same?
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM
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From my reading (see Meltzer et al, Association of Vitamin D Levels, Race/Ethnicity, and Clinical Characteristics With COVID-19

Test Results, 2021), they are starting to investigate your excellent question but there is not enough data to know for sure. What is

more clearly established is that darker-skinned people are more likely to be de1cient or insuTcient in Vitamin D than lighter

skinned people, and they may need higher intakes of supplements to achieve equivalent serum levels.  Furthermore, in the

Meltzer study above, African Americans with lower (but still "normal") levels of Vitamin D (below 40ng/100mmol), were more

likely to test positive for COVID; whereas amongst whites there was no clear relationship between Vitamin D status and the

likelihood of testing positive.

So while the jury may be out on the optimal levels of Vitamin D for African Americans, it should be noted that 40 ng/mL is a

relatively high level of Vitamin D in population terms (though nowhere near the safe upper limit).  You probably won't have this

level naturally from the sun unless you are outdoors all day everyday at a latitude equivalent to the southern US. It is probably fair

to say that from an immune standpoint it is especially important for all darker skinned people to have their levels tested and

supplement as needed to get those levels above 40ng/100nmol.
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presence1st
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:05 AM
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thanks 20th century fox...it is for my oTce manager and i have gotten her level from 24 to 34 and will continue til get to 40 of

course. was wondering whether we should go higher or because metabolism of vit D is different for african americans whether

higher is not recommended. from your response i am assuming up to 60 would be SAFE. safety is my concern. thanks
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Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please don't take my answer as saying that 60 ng/mL is SAFE.  My reading only suggests that over 40 is safe and desirable from

the standpoint of immunity.  40 ng/mL in US measures equates to 100nmol in international units.  So if you are reading

international sources the safe and effective levels will appear much higher than US levels.   While some claim Vitamin D levels
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international sources the safe and effective levels will appear much higher than US levels.   While some claim Vitamin D levels

are safe up to 75ng/mL (or 225nmol), be aware these levels are considered too high by mainstream medicine in all developed

countries (which may be behind the curve.)

Like everything in health, there are trade-offs.  If you look only at immunity or cancer, you may miss research on bone fractures at

higher Vitamin D supplementation levels.  I have also seen research showing increased cardiovascular mortality above 100nmol

(which is only 40ng/mL), though I felt there were not enough participants above that level to be probative.  On the other hand,

Dale Bredesen says over 125nmol (which is 50ng) is best for slowing cognitive decline.  So the upper end is controversial, and

you might be wise to proceed with caution above 50ng.

I personally think most people should aim to be between 40 and 50ng (100-125 nmol), regardless of race, until there is more

evidence on the risks/bene1ts of higher levels.  (I also wonder if there may not be other undiscovered bene1ts from direct

sunlight that cannot as yet be obtained from supplements;  however, getting direct sunlight increases your risk of overdosing on

Vit D supplements.)  But keep watching because I predict there will be mountains of research on Vitamin D in coming years.
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presence1st
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thanks again for response. the bone fractures is exactly why i was asking the question...this is EXTREMELY helpful.
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone see the cdc director the lier being questioned by this senator? Forward to the 3:59 mark! https://youtu.be/QabAtYBnqro
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks CRAIGMESA. Yes, corrupt and liars. Joe Biden, Anthony Fauci, Vivek Murthy, Rochelle Walensky and everyone involved in

the COVID-19 takeover are revealing their true colors. They change problems so much that even those who still hear them begin

to see them for what they really are. Dictator Biden and CDC Director Rochelle Walensky are now pushing for seditious vaccine

mandates, months after assuring the American people there would be no mandates.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/09/didnt-age-cdc-chief-says-will-no-forc..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

See it all the time, but in the end there is ZERO ACCOUNTABILITY. Just a lot of huff and puff questioning which makes it look like

they are doing something. This pattern plays out over and over and over and no one of substance held to account. We the people

are simply DONE with the Swamp and it's ways. Until there is real accountability none of this ends...why would it? We know who

needs to be held to account yet these very same people are pro1ting on our monies...we the people!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gain of Function research still is continuing even after all this. Pretty telling itself!
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pcd2016
Joined On 9/20/2014 11:16:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in Bristol, CT and would like to know how you 1nd a Dr. nearby who will prescribe medicines such as Ivermectin and

hydroxychloriquine?  I have written and tried to call many of the numbers on-line but no one gets back to me.  Thank you
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally knew of 3 people who passed away from Covid so the coronavirus is no joke. So I de1nitely support wearing a mask

because it’s common sense - a physical barrier that decreases likelihood of inhaling this virus. In fact, I would further add that it would

be good to spray your mask with Thieves Oil. Have you heard of it? It’s a combination of equal parts ratio of the following essential oils:

cinnamon leaf oil, lemon oil, eucalyptus oil, rosemary oil, and clove oil. Easy way to remember this is using the acronym CLERC. You can

add it to coconut oil to make a lotion or add it to distilled water to make a spray.

Story behind Thieves Oil: Robbers in Marseille, France were arrested because they were stealing from people dying of smallpox. Crazy

thing was that these thieves didn’t get sick. In exchange for a more humane form of capital punishment, the criminals revealed their

secret: they doused handkerchiefs in this oil blend combo and covered their noses and mouths with it so they wouldn’t breathe in the

pestilence. Those essential oils possess signi1cant anti-bacterial, anti-microbial & anti-parasitic traits. Guess what? Ivermectin

(decades old human & vet drug) is anti-parasitic too. So are oregano oil, raw garlic & cloves. So consume these items as preventative

measures to protect against Covid. I personally haven’t eaten inside a restaurant since the start of the pandemic. I take this very

seriously! I just don’t trust this brand-new mRNA vaccine technology that has NO long-term safety data yet. That’s a fact!
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG! Are you afraid of your shadow too? Top 8 Ways Covid Face Masks Are HARMFUL as Analyzed by a Physician and Former

Medical Journal Editor By S.D. Wells www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/top-8-ways-covid-face-masks-are-..  PLEASE

QUIT SUFFOCATING YOURSELF!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If masks worked dont you think this pandemic would be over with? Most mask mandates were proven ineffective. The CDC did a

county by county study on the effectiveness of masks mandates and in all but one county the infection rate, hospitalization rate,

and death rate went up during the masquerade. Mask are a total joke. People who deal with pathogens for a living dont wear

masks. They wear HAZMAT suits with special 1lters and/or 1ltered air that gets pumped into the suit.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm assuming you are referencing the typical cloth or surgical mask when you say "I de1nitely support wearing mask". These

types of masks 1lter down to 0.5 microns at best. Coronaviruses are as small as 0.06 microns. So divide 0.5 by 0.06 and you get

8.33. So the gaps in the mask are 8.33 times larger than the virus. To put that into perspective, that would be like swatting gnats

with a tennis racket. The gnats just pass right through.

Here's the most obvious thing that discredits mask. Water Vapor molecules, exiting your lungs, are larger in micron size than

coronaviruses. It's why coronaviruses travel so eTciently through the air on vapor clouds. So, if water vapor can pass through the

mask, the viruses can pass through it EASIER! They do make mask that will 1lter viruses now. They are hard to 1nd and they are

very expensive. They are being used in some hospitals in the covid-19 wards. There's a catch. They have EXHAUST valves! That's

because water vapor is bigger than coronaviruses. In order to keep the mask from clogging up with moisture from your lungs

they have to install exhaust valves. This defeats the purpose of the general public wearing the mask. Mask wearing isn't about

protecting you. It never was. It was to prevent asymptomatic covid-infected people from spreading water droplets.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During the 1918 Spanish Uu the unmasked were burying the masked.  The masked were getting bacterial pneumonia leading to

death.
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chilliewillie555gmail.co
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:32:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why did Dr. Malone get vaccinated if he knew how bad they are???
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

because he believes in the FAKE SCENARIOS
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

chilliewillie - Dr. Malone mentioned in a prior interview that in order to travel internationally for his job, he had to get one of these

"vaccines".
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay.  I wondered about this guys, but now I totally do not trust Robert Malone.  Vatican and Ghana? If there's a more cult-ridden,

honest-to-goodness biblical Christian unfriendly & corrupt country hemorrhaging anyone who can Uee to anywhere but there....it's

Ghana.  And that's coming from Ghana nationals regardless of media & one-worlder propaganda.   "The Church" ....means set up black &

white dialectic, the entity behind more global corporatism & occulted central banking manipulation than ANY ENTITY ON THIS EARTH.

 As though they don't own Fauci & pharma, & all those Catholic & occultist military generals & oTcers.
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mar1128
Joined On 5/7/2017 9:21:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want to know why Malone all of a sudden has a conscience! Where was it when he was working in the lab late one night concocting

this crap?
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Malone said from the beginning the mRNA technology was never designed and shouldn't be used for vaccines.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John ~ is YOUR "beginning" 17 months after the declaration of the pandemic??
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susanavery71gmail.com
Joined On 11/16/2020 8:40:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi everyone, I am not comfortable with Malone, who claims to be vaccinated himself - though he never appears worried.  Many of these

"good guy" doctors and experts are all connected to Sasha Stone who actually received an award from the UN.  I don't know what is

going on or what the agenda really is but I believe the elites want to control both sides, even all sides, of the narrative.  Just like Lenin

recommended.  And they are all really good actors.  I welcome your thoughts about this.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Malone says “I was not aware that The Church was behind all of this” lol

I was....you know why? Because I know what the Bible says in Revelation 17....The Great Whore who rides the Beast is The Catholic

Church. I’ve proven this repeatedly in the past using nothing but The Bible.

“The Pope Is good friends with Fauci, and in favor of Universal Vaccination”

- Dr. Malone

Of course He is...He is Anti-Christ, and pushing for The Mark of the Beast.
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healthyme12345
Joined On 11/14/2013 9:40:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to listen to this:  Dr. Malone on another interview picked up on rense.com:

rense_101821_h3mp3  

Tune in at the 31:11.  This man (Malone) talks out of both sides of his mouth.  He has gone wobbly.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been vaccinated for just about everything going in the last 75 years (except mumps, measles and chickenpox because I had 'em),

and so far, I've never had any sequelae but a sore arm.  Smallpox, diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus, polio, Uu (annually),

pneumonia...even rabies & hepatitis B&C, since I travel to less developed parts of the world on a regular basis. Despite being normal

weight, and metabolically healthy,  I've been at high risk for anything respiratory since my teens.  Now in my 70's,  I have no illusions I

would survive the virus.  So for me it was an easy decision to get the P1zer vaccine.  Will I regret it?  Only if I let this pandemic of

overreaction and hyperbole keep me from travelling, ministering, and enjoying the life I have left.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

20thCenturyFox,

Since these "vaccines" are not actual vaccines, i.e. they will not provide immunity from SARS-COV-2; since they still leave you

vulnerable to infection and capable of transferring it to others if you get it; since the many of the debilitating or fatal short-term

side effects are really occuring (they are neither 1ction, nor is their frequency greatly exaggerated), it is folly to allow oneself to

receive any of them.

Nevertheless, it is your life. Do with it what you will.
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20thCenturyFox
Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why thank you...that's really magnanimous to have the blessing of a stranger to live my life as I see 1t, notwithstanding my

so-called "folly" in thinking for myself about my own health and circumstances--why would I worry about being killed by a vaccine

when I consider I am at notably high risk of dying from the virus?  As it is, I have nearly died several times from Uu and

pneumonia despite being vaccinated, so between this and my age,  I would be pretty foolish to expect to be in the 80% for whom

COVID is only a mild infection. (Only Dr. M's calculator puts me at low risk--bless his heart--because of good metabolism and

lymphocytes; all other calculators I have seen put me at high risk of severe COVID.)   Nor do do I believe vaccination confers

anything more than "some" immunity.  And do I take Vitamin D,  Zinc and Quercetin as Dr. M recommends?  You betcha.)

So how long shall we give it to evaluate this so-called "folly?"  I was vaccinated in March and June 2021 (note the long interval

"may" confer longer immunity).  So far, crickets...I'm still 1ne, still travelling, just got back from San Francisco, thanks to my proof

of vax, antigen screen, and a negative PCR test to get back into Canada.

So Malone says there will be a peak of COVID amongst the vaccinated in January or February 2022?  Shall we expect the deaths

from that to be reUected by March 2022?  Shall we maybe have some global statistics on this topic starting in April 2022?  

Let's revisit this topic in 6 months then--say May, 2022--to see how the vaccinated and the unvaccinated have fared.  Meanwhile I

plan on spending the early winter in AZ and Central America, and the late winter having a family get-together in Washington DC,

and then spring skiing back in Canada.    Unless I succumb to Malonemania 1rst!
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joedoeden
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:43:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What am I supposed to do if I got the vaccine (P1zer) and regret it. I didn't want it but there was talk it would be required for some

business travel, so I did it.  Now I'm the horrible person and super spreader.  I love Dr. Mercola but these articles he continues to churn

out are doing the same thing as all the political rhetoric of the past 5 years...create divide.  Bad people (vaccinated) vs good people

(unvaccinated).  It's not that simple. Many innocent people caught in the middle much like politics.  Just like we ask politicians to quit

1ghting and solve problems, how about an article for those vaccinated, and what to do?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I make a distinction between the vaxxed and "vaxxholes" myself. If you decide to get the shot just to keep your

job/travel/maintain standard of living I understand. BUT.... The globalists behind these shots want to impoverish us, prevent us

from traveling, and cut down as many jobs as possible. And they aren't above killing people. Including the compliant. I'm already

damaged from doctors and have been living on SSI. Standard treatment so no recompense for the damage done to me. I expect

to be cut off next year for my unvaxxed status. Probably January. Look for work on Gab. A whole page is set up. I'm trying to start

something on a local level. Mending clothes and making cloth diapers. Also desktop publishing to support small businesses

including farmers. Payment will include barter as well as cash. Things will get worse. Vaxxed or not. There is no real "upper tier"

with this game. The only winners are those calling the shots. Pun intended.
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rbagg249
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:34:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As far as the media, the government, and the CDC are concerned, vaccinated are still the "good" people. I'm not offering medical

advice, but it may be worth discussing with your doctor: the problem with COVID is the spike protein. The vaccine causes many

spike proteins, which could be why we have so many cases of COVID in vaccinated people that don't have the virus. Ivermectin

has been shown to inhibit the spike protein from attaching to our cells, so perhaps our doctor could prescribe ivermectin as an

antidote to the dangerous and deadly vaccines. It's a least something worth talking about. A thought experiment, if you will.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Malone says that info is on his twitter feed, I looked but didn't 1nd it, you can look: https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD

or his email is there, email him, go to his site for more www.rwmalonemd.com/contact

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/6/2021 11:35:22 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm confused. How is Dr. Mercola's article creating divide? Your government is creating the divide. Your OBAMACARE based

medical system is what is creating divide! First the Clinton Administration MANDATES employers to provide health insurance.

Then the OBAMA Administration MANDATES everyone has to have health insurance. Now the BIDEN Administration MANDATES

I have to get vaccinated! Do you see the path to COMMUNISM Here? Screw all of the last 3 Liberal-Tard administrations and their

mandates. Is Dr. Mercola supposed to lie to you and sugar coat the failings of these vaccines and tell you they are GREAT? What

part of LALA land were you born in? How about quitting a job that MANDATES what you put in your body????
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https://www.truth  for health.org/patient guide/patient-treatment-guide/

aapsonline.org/covidpatient  guide/
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youngsankang
Joined On 2/15/2012 5:04:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop using the word "pandemic"; you are legitimizing the hoax.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola is legitimizing the whole VIRUS MANIA BULL...PERIOD. There are no VIRUSES. NONE have EVER been proven to

exist. NOT A SINGLE ONE!  His belief is the "virus" is stoking the MANIA. I 1gure out of ignorance. He needs to really look closely

at what Drs Andrew Kaufman and Thomas Cowan show for starters. The CONTAGION MYTH is what he adheres too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/6/2021 10:02:36 AM
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